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SUGAR EXPERIMENT S'l'ATION,} 
Audubon Park, New Orleans, La., February, 1900. 
Gen. Leon Jastremski. Commi sioner of Agriculture and Immigration, 
Baton Rouge, La. : 
DEAR Sm:-Ten years ago thi tation was moTed to 
this place (Audubon Park) and a series of experiments were 
then begun looking- to a solution of some of the perplexing 
Problems incident to the succes ful growing of sugar cane and 
its manufacture into sugar. These experiments have been 
annually repeated, and the average results for ten years are 
now available for publication. 
I hand you those of the field and laboratory for publica· 
tiou as Bulletin No. 59. Sugar house and laboratory results 
Will be ready during the coming pring for publication. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WM. C. STUBBS, 
Director. 
Ten years have elapsed since the occupancy of a part 
of 
Audubon Park as an ex!)eriment station. The elaborate se-
ries of experiments then begun have been continued w
ithout 
intermission upon the same plots. These experiments
 looked 
to a solution of the proper fertilization of cane, tbe va
rieties 
best suited to our environments, and to physical and p
hysio· 
logical questions involved iu practical cane growing in L
ouisi· 
ana. Later on the proper culti;ation of the cane claim
ed at· 
tention, and numerous experiments have been conducted
 look-
ing to more light on this importa11t subject. 
Every question involved in the successful and economic
al 
growing of sugar cane has been investigated in the fie
ld and 
laboratory, and in this Bulletin it is proposed to gi
ve the 
summary of the ten years' work. In a well equipped
 sugar 
house and laboratory nearly every question pertaining 
to the 
chemistry and manufacture of sugar has also been st
udied. 
and the data accumulated will make a large bulletin, 
which 
will be given later. 
In this bulletin will be given the preparation of the soil
, 
the kind and quantity of cane to plant, the proper fer
tiliza· 
tion, and the rational modes of cultivation. 
PREPAHATION OF THE SOIL. 
1ost of the soils of the sugar belt of Louisiana ar
e 
strongly silty and clayey, and though we denominate th
em as 
"sandy," "mixed" and "black," there are very few, if 
any, 
that can properly be called sandy. They vary from 
loalllY 
silts through silty clays to almo<>t pure clays. The
y have 
great capacity for holding· water, and this property, ad
ded to 
the almost. level topography of this section, makes good d
raiJt· 
age of paramount importance. In fact, it is the sine qu
a 110!1 
of growing good crops, and but few planters properly 
appre· 
ciate its importance. Badly drained lands cannot be m
ade to 
yield large crops. Much of the failure of fertilizers and
 cul· 
tivation i ascribable directly to defective drainage. Sam
ples 
of soil taken from spots said to be barren, have, in num
erous 
instances, been sent to the laboratory of the statiott f
or eic· 
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amination. Ana1yses showed them to be rich in all the ele-
ments of plant food, even in nitrogen producing humus, while 
physical investigations clearly indicated that their defects 
were due solely to lack of drainage. The discordant opin-
ions, based upon results in the field as to the efficacy of cer-
tain fertilizers, may be largely explained by tbe difference in 
drainage of and upon separate plantations. The experience 
of this station would emphasize the impossibility of over-
-draining, provided the proper plan has been intelligently 
followed. 
In no instance has the writer seen a system of ditches 
deep enough, wide enough, and sufficiently numerous to carry 
-off our heaviest raintalls, without temporarily :flooding some 
portion of the soil, or elevating the bottom water to a point 
uncomfortably close to the roots of the growing plants, and 
thus destroying the tilth which previous heavy labor had es-
tablished. Open ditches should be numerous, deep and wide, 
and not over 100 feet apart, wide enough to carry off the 
1'1.oods, and deep enough to hold the bottom or ground water 
.at least three feet below the surface. 
TILE DRAIN AGE 
Dispenses with the annual expense and attention required by 
open ditches, recovers and devotes to cultivation the large 
areas now occupied by open drains, proffers no harbor to in-
sects, and permits of cross-plowing the land in the prepara-
tion for crops. Its chief objection elsewhere is its great first 
cost. In Loui iana, judging from the experience of the sta-
tion, there is another and more serious objection. They are 
too short li\red to be profitable. 
Tiles laid with the utmo t care upon this station are 
nearly filled with silt and are not performing the work ex· 
Pected of them. It seems impossible, after one of our heavy 
:ainfalls, to prevent an accumulation of water in the canal, 
~nto which the tiles empty, thus covering the exits and back· 
ln~ the water up into the tiles, checking its outward fl.ow and 
causing it to deposit its very fine silt in the tiles. This is 
greatly to be regretted, because the superiority of tile drains 
<>ver open ditches is pronounced in every operation of the 
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farm, from the flushing of the soil to the 1ayin2" by of the
· 
crop. 
It is confidently expected that some method will yet be· 
found by which the water entering the tile can be deprived of
 
its silt, and the outlets of our tiles into canals can be exempted
 
from submerg-ence in times of heavy rains. If so, tile drain-
age will ultimately be as popular in South Louisiana as it is
 
now in Illinois since the decreased cost in preparation and cul-
tivation, the increased area of land and enhanced acre produc-
tion, the absence of expense incident to clearing and cleaning
 
open ditches, will more than repay the interest upon the cos
t 
of tile drains and leave annually a surplus which in a few
· 
years will liquidate the principa 1 used in their construction.
 
Our experiments have shown uniformly increased tonnage 
upon tiled lands, and it is with great regret that we witness
 . 
.. he gradual elimination of these increments to crop produc-
tion, as the tiles fill with sediment. 
In addition to thorough drainage with ditches and canals, 
our rows should be so constructed as to furnish a small drain
-· 
age channel between them. The constitution of our soils and
 
the level character of our land require artificial drainage to
 
insure warmth ~nd necessary condition for bacterial growth. 
Nature must be imitated in a small way. Just as the moun
· · 
tain chain precipitates the water falling upon it to the plain
s 
below, where it is sent in numerous channels to the sea, so in
 
our fields, our rows must be elevated into miniature mountain
 
chains, which must shed their excessive moisture to the
 
middles, which in turn convey them to the quarter drains,
 
where they are carried to the ditches and canals. Hence
 
ridging the rows is a custom universally followed and flat cul
· 
ture everywhere recognized as unsuccessful. How high these
 
ridges should be is not definitely determined, but every plan
· 
ter strives to make the height as great as his plans will con
· 
struct. 
WHY W.ll PLOW. 
The natural tendency of all soils, when undisturbed, is 
toward rock formation. Thb is evidenced by the hard-pan
, 
often impermeable, found be~eath some soils. This is pecu-
2B7 
iliarly true throughout the rice lands of Southwest Louisiana, 
where this impermeable subsoil acts as a basin to hold the 
"Water falling or placed by irrigation upon the soil, in .flooding 
rice. The breaking plow is designed to check this natural 
.tendency, and where a hare-pan subsoil already exists, and is 
beyond the reach of the turn plow, the subsoil :flow is fre-
quently used to destroy it. Plowing destroys weeds and 
grasses, cleans the soil of its foulness, and prepares it for the 
growth and sustenance of the crops to be grown. 
Turn plows are used to incorporate the vegetable matter 
growing on the surface with the soil, so as to ultimately pro-
<iuce humus, which physically plays so important a role in all 
cultivated soils and chemically furnishes nitrogen, the most 
-costly and valuable ingredient of plant food. 
Land is broken to control moisture. It is thrown up into 
high ridges to relieve excessive moisture and prevent an accu-
mulation during rainy seasons. This custom prevails in all 
the bottom lands of countries where heavy rainfalls occur. 
Ope11, porous soils, or all soils in acomparatively dry coun-
try, arc plowed fiat to catch and hold the winter's rain for the 
use of the following summer's crops. 
Plowing should therefore be varied according to the na-
ture of the soil and the conditions of the climate, and here as 
elsewhere in farming, excellent judgment is required to deter· 
mine how and why it should be done. Whatever may be the · 
"how and why" of breaking land, if properly done and at the 
right time, planting and cultivation become simple processes. 
Tilth is obtained, and all subsequent operations are directed 
With a view to maintenance of tilth. Unfortunately plowing 
is not always done properly or at the right time. Haste, 
over·cropping, bad weather, carelessness, and sometimes ig-
norance, cause us to throw furrows hastily together, plant 
seed in clods, surrounded by shallow and foul ditches, with 
few and imperfect quarter drains. Poor stands are obtai~ed, 
Which neither fertilizers nor after cultivation can force rnto 
large yields. The cane is laid bv before tilth is obtained. 
This condition prevail largely in the cultivation of corn in 
outh Loui iana and, while the corn crop is never what it 
Ught to be, the 
1
tilth finally secured by cultivation, while of 
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but little use to the corn, serves to ma:ke am abul!lcl.'amt 
crop 
of pea-vines from the peas sown at t11e last woliking ~f co
rn. 
PLAN OF PREPARATION. 
The triennial rotation of cane, corn ancl: cow-peas, pr
e-
vailing generally in Louisiana, requires that the pea 
v~nes, 
after the corn is gathered, shall be turned under wrth 
large 
four to eight horse plows. Usually the land is thrown at
 once 
into rows five to seven feet wide; the middles are broken
 out 
with double mould board plows, and quarter drains cleam
ed to 
the depth of six inches below the middles of the rows. 
The station has found that by flushing the land first
, 
then bedding into rows, more satisfactory results are
 ob-
tained. The increased cost invo!Ted is more than co1111pe
nsated 
by the enhanced yield of crops, due to better prepara
tion. 
There is danger in this climat11- the only objection to this 
method-of getting your flushed land caught flat, in 1
.eavy 
rainfalls, and:,if so, time will be requind after ridging i
t, for 
the securing of tilth. The modern disc plow is admi
rably 
adapted to fiushin~ lands, turning under very successfully and
 
rapidly the heaviest crop of pea vines. lndeed, with 
it so 
much more land with pea vines on it can be turned oTer
 in a 
day than with the turning plow, that it is doubtful wh
ether 
the two operations, of flushing with the disc and bedding
 with 
two horse plow, be more expensive than ridging at once
 with 
large turnin2' plows, constantly choking with the accu
mula-
tion of vines. 
PLAN'fING OF CANE. 
Th~ ridges of the rows are opened with the double mould 
board plow, and two continuous canes deposited in the fu
rrow 
and covered with the disc cultivator. Hoes follow to i
nsure 
perfect covering. The middles are plowed out with
 the 
double mould board plow, the quarter drains arc opened
, and 
the operation of planting is completed. 
VARIE'fIES OF CANH. 
Since the inauguration of this statiqn, foreign varieties o
f 
canes from nearly every sugar country on the globe have
 been 
imported. Over one hundred so-called varieties have 
thus 
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'heen tried, with results not at all satisfactory. Cane requires 
a long time and considerable labor in this com.try to accli-
mate it. The inherited tropical tendencies, entirely unfit for 
·our short seasons, are ver_v slowly eliminated by constant cul-
tivation. There is a slow but gradual change in nearly every 
variety by each year's cuJti,,ation, and a few give hope of ul-
timate success. 
But the acclimation of old and foreign varieties is en-
tirely superseded by the introduction of 
SEEDLINGS. 
Through the kindness ot Prof. Harrison. of Demarara, 
Prof. Fawcett of Trinidad, and Prof. Bovell of Barbadoes, 
the station has received all of the prominent seedlings grown 
on those islands. In all, over fifty varieties have been re-
ceived and tested. Only three of these are worthy, so far, of 
-cultivation. These are No . "64," "74," and "95." No. 74 
~s pre-eminently attractive, giving a heavy tonnage. high ex-
traction. and ]arge ugar content. It is a dull green cane 
with long joints, growing very tall and straight. It has been 
tested for five years on this station with uniformly good re-
-sul ts. It gave last year ( 1 99) thirty-eight tons per acre in 
the field, which yielded 81 per cent. extraction without satu-
ration, upon our nine-roller mill at the sugar house, and its 
juice contained about 16 per cent. sugar. 
So full of promi,e is this cane that it was sent in 1898 and 
1899 to every planter applying for it. Over two hundred 
bundles wer thus eni out each year. 
Nos. 69 and 95, while quite promising, arc not up to 74 
in all round merit . The e, too, have been sent out in limited 
quantities for trial. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS. 
Which is the best cane for seed: Plant, or first or second 
Year stubble? 'Vbat part of the cane is best for seed: 
"T ff 
. op," "miGdle," or "butt?" Does the size of the cane a ect 
lt · 'l " " d1·um " and ~· s prog-eny? Tested by planting ' arge, me , 
small" canes. 
Best cane for sud. Plant, .f rst stubble or secoud stubble? 
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-Experiments begun in 1886 have been continued ever sinc
e 
without intermission. The results up to 18<JO have been given
. 
A summary ot the last ten years will be here recorded. In
 
1886 selected stalks of plant cane, first year stubbles and sec
-
ond year stubbles were planted. The next year selected
 
stalks from the "plant from plant" of the first year's exper
i-
ment and from the fields of first and second year stubbles were
 
again planted. The third year selected stalks from the
 
"plant from plant" of the second year's experiments and from
 
the "first year stubble from first year stubble" of the firs
t 
year's experiment, and from the field of second year stubble
 
were planted. The fourth year gave us for seed selected
 
stalk~ from the "plant from plant" of third year's experi-
ment, from "first year stubble from first year stubble" of sec
-
ond year's experiment, and from "second year stubble from
 
second year stubble" of first year's experiments. 
On moving from Kenner to this place in 1890, there was 
of course only plant; therefore in 1891 only plant cane wa
s 
obtainable for seed, but this was pedigreed from 1886. In
 
1892 seed from first year stubble was available, but it wa
s 
originally from plant. In 1893 seed from second year stubble
 
was available, and it was originally from plant. Therefore
 
in 1 94 our systematic experiments were begun, and have con· 
tinued up to the present, involving three plots each year, one
 
of plant, one of first year stubble, and the third of second
 
year stubble. While all have descended from a common par
· 
entage in 1886, they have done so, however, on very differen
t 
generations. Starting with 1894, the plant cane is now i1
1 
its sixth generation. The first year stubble has now com
· 
pleted its second generation, but through two lines, while the
 
second year stubble has only completed one generation o
f 
only one of its three lines. In our experiments, therefore, w
e 
have two lines of ancestors from first year st4bble and three
 
Jines from second year stubble, all traceable ultimately back
 
to a common parent in the plant cane brought from Kenner
. 
But the rate of descent in the plant is twice as fast as in the
 
:fir t year stubbl , and three times as fast as in the secon
d 
year stubble. Hence at the end of six years we have the plan
t 
six in descent, the :first stubble third in descent, and second
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.stubble second in descent from cane planted in 1894. It is in-
ferable from the above that to acclimate a cane it should be 
planted from the plant every year, if indeed it may be as-
.sumed that the stubbles are part of the original plant, which, 
however, from the nature of growths, seems problematical. 
Experiments have been made extending from 1894 up to 
the present, carrying each pla,nting, made yearly, into second 
year stubble, except the planting of 1897, which the cold of 
1899 destroyed (the second stubble), for determining the best 
seed for planting: plant, first stubble or second stubble. 
These experiments cover six plats, viz.: IV B, 189+, 1895, 
and 1896; plat V, 1895, 18,6, and 1897; plat VI A, 1896, 1897, 
and 1898; plat VII B, 1897, 1898; plat IV B, 1898, 1899; and 
plat VB, 1899. The last two plats are unfinished; the one 
will give second and the other first year stubble next year. 
In addition plat VII B has just been replanted. The results 
-of all of these experiments give the following: 
TABLE 1.-COMPA.RA.TIYE RE LTS FR0~1 PLANTING DIFFERENr 
KI~DS OF CA::\E 189! 1899. 
Krnn OF <JANE PLJ.NTED. 
A Til:BAGll: ~ Ul!BER OF STALXS 
PER ACRE 
... 
"' a 
o.. a 
~ ca'2 
H H 
.; 
"' 0 
... 
"' 
"' rJ) 
---------------------
Pinnt frl)m pll\nt (purrlP).. 15.D~) 36,7 l 28,240 35.4ll 15 77 12.97 1.23 
Plant from plant '.stript•) 14,059 3i, 37 25,541 3t.n li>.0412.~8 1.-43 
Avernge of plant........ l-i,5lll---:J:30:i 26,8;; 33.57 15 .itjl!. S~ l."33 
.F
F.;r.tstulhle (purpl•) ..... lil,1 7 37,475 20,30!1 3S.93 L:>.:n12 591.41 
1rst stubble (~tri;ie<1). .•. 15,3lJ~ :J•,4e9 21,950 36.12 H.7811 861.45 
------- - -1----
Average first stubble.... 15.246 36,982 25.~:l9 35.0~ 14.i512.22 1.43 
S~eoonct stubble (purple) . . . 17 740 3:; 700 2316-i l 34 16 15.'° l:l .131.:ll eoond stubbb rstiipedJ.. ~6;r,1t 34;1~ 26;7~ ! 34.28 _24.67 ~9~1~ 
AYer~ge second stubble. 17,1:16 s~.929 2<\,952! 3t.:n 14.96/~.ov.31 
Fr~m this tal.Jl; it will be seen that the purple plant leads 
lightly in sugar content, while first stubble striped leads in 
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tonnage. Taken separately the purple plant leads both its 
first and second stubble, while both of the striped stubbles 
lead in striped plant. 
How far these differences are <iue to local environments 
and not inherent in the cane, it is difficult to answer. In 
every instance the same relative positions in the plat have 
been maintaiu:ed, the purple plant occupying the extreme 
right next to headland. 
Taken collectively, the first stubble leads in tonnage, fol-
lowed by second stubble. The above is au average of many 
experiments extending over six years, and while not positive 
in its conclusions, it is reasonable, we think, to draw the in-
ference that good stubble cane is fully the equal, if not the 
superior, of plant cane for seed. 
Hnat part of t!te cane s!wll we use for seed?- Mindful of 
the. great draft upon the sugar industry of this State, by the 
large amount of cane used every year for seed- estimated at 
one-sixth of each year's crop- and realizing the necessity of 
adopting every method looking to a more economical produc-
tion of sugar, the station has sought to determine in the field, 
laboratory and sugar house, the feasibility of p!an ~ing the 
tops of the cane, instead of the entire cane, as is now the uni-
versal practice. 
Work along this line began in the last decade, and has 
continued uninterruptedly up to the present. Careful com-
parative experiments have been made by planting the "butts,. 
( the lower third), "middle " (the middle third), and "tops" 
(the upper third) separately, using both varieties of our home 
canes, purple and striped. Reports of the field and labora-
tory up to 1 9-t have been made in past bulletins. A spe· 
cial laboratory inve tigation to determine, by anal.ysis~ 
whether the cane grown continuously from "tops" had de-
generated, was made on this station by Dr. Beeson in 18()5 
and published in Bulletin No. 38. No sign of degeneracy 
could be establis;hed by chemical analysis. 
Continuous plantings every year have been made, using 
"top!! from tops," "middles from middles," and "butts frolll 
butts." So that the cane harvested in 1899 was the thirteenth 
in descent from ''tops," "middles," and "butts." 
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Below the results are 2"iven for the last six years, comino-
from similar plats to those given under "Best Seed to Plant,~' 
e~ch planting extending over three years, except those un-
timely curtailed by the freeze of February, 1899: 
'!'ABLE IL -CO~lPARATlYE RE UL1'.:l OF PL\NTING DIFFERENT 
PAUT.S Oi!' TR Ii: CANE-lt9'-1"99. 
~"· oF 'T.l.u:s P1rn Ac111C. 
--------
- 2'. 
..: Q 
~ a ~ : . 
"i: = ~ ~ ~ fi Q. ~ 41 Cl,) • 0 0 
0 Q ..,J 0 ,.. == -
u. I (fJ ::r:: '- .>1 0 ~ 
-------
_ ..... _ _:: _ _ <_ ~ __::__ ~ _!3_ 
iopqfromtopR (p'lrpl• ) J4,413I 33,278 2:;608 29.93 14.09 ll .14 l.4:1 
Ops from tois(<triped) l3,b3fl 28,378 24, 37 3::1.78 14.15 11.:.!4 1.40 
Average of tops ...... }3~!)9Jfso,i-2 25,'.>.22 31.S:'i 14.12/ ll.19 1.41 
Mirldle~ from middles I 
11.(Pnrplc) ... .. .. .. .. .. H 574
1 35 44~ 25,250 31.G'l 13.!H 10.86 1.4.7 
...,,dct •es trom 1111ddle .. 
(•triped) ............ _24_2~l_:_l,i69 ~,55'i 30.'6 14.2~, 11.28 -~3~ 
Average of middle<... a.6~5 3.i 103 24.90:3 ::ll.2! 14 10 11.07 1.42 
l3uttq from bu rts (our- I 
Bple) ......... .. ....... 16,317' 304121 2~.3731.6513.8710.90 1.42 Ut·~ from butt~ (strip- 1 
ed) ..... ............ ~,Oi 
1
1 
_::_s.2311 27:29 ~~ ~4.fi ~~ ~~· 
Average of bnlt•..... 15 697 31 11 27,3Hj 3l.74I 1!.17 11. lR 1.40-
-----~---_:_-~_'.., __ _'._--~~-~~---~~ 
An in pection of this table will show that taking the vi-
ci situdes of seasons and the somewhat precarious conditions 
of stubble, especially when carried into the second year, that 
results show but little difference from plan tings of the differ-
ent parts of the stalk. ·while purple "tops from tops" are 
slig-htly behind in tonnage, the striped "tops from tops" lead 
t~e experiments, and the average of the two yields slightly 
higher result than from the other two portions. The aver-
ag of the two cane from each "tops," "middles" and "butts" 
arc so nearly identical a to di pel any preconceived prejudice 
or pref rcnce for any portion of the stalk as seed. These ex-
Periments cover three plats of three year 'continuous growth 
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-plant, :first stubble, and second stubble; one plat of two 
years' duration (1897 and 1898), plant and .first stubble ( the 
second stubble destroyed by the cold of 1899) , and one plat 
of two years' duration, started with plant in 1898 and carried 
into :first year tubble in 1899, but with vigor greatly reduced 
by the freeze, and one plat of plant in 1899 still under cultiva-
tion. The above table is, tharefore, the aggregate of fourteen 
field experiments, covering six of plant, five of first stubble 
and three of second tubblc. 
The resu1t arc certainly assuring of the value of the up-
per third of the cane for seed, and since this part has little or 
no sugar value in the sugar house, but serves rather to in-
crease our molasses output, it would be a great saving, both 
in money antl labor, could some practical way be found by 
which the upper thirds of our entire crop could be used for 
seed and the lower two-thirds be sent to the sugar house. 
The sugar output, both per ton of cane and per acre, would 
be greatly increased, the cost of manufacture decreased, and 
the large part of our cane crop, now res rved for seed, consti-
tuting so large a part of the cost of planting cane lfour to six 
tons per acre at $3 to $5 per ton) could be annually worked 
into sugar, giving an increased revenue to the planter. Many 
planters are already trying the plan ting of "tops," and it is 
hoped that some practical method may be suggested by which 
every planter in the State may ultimately save his tops for 
seed while harvesting his crop for the mill. 
TIIE :RFFECT OF CONTINUOUS PLAN'l'fNG OF nnn ltRE
NT SIZES 
OF CANE. 
The question is often a ked, whether as good results can 
be obtained from the planting of canes of all sizes as from 
stalks elected en ti rely on account of their size. 
In other words, what are the comparative results of con· 
tinuou planting of lar2"e, medium, and small stalks? 
In 1894 the largest stalks that could be selected from the 
general crop w re used to plant a plat. Stalks of medium 
size and of the smallest dimension were also simultaneouslJ' 
s wlected, and each plan tcd separatelJ in adjoining plats. 
From these three plats were selected, the next year, the "larg· 
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est" stalks from the "largest" plat, "medium" sized stalks 
from the "medium" plat, and the "smallest" cane:> obtainable 
~rom the "smalle t" plat, aud ~dc:1 pldnted again on adjoin-
ing plats. This has been repeated six: times since, and each 
planting carried into first and second year stubbles. Thus 
fourteen results have been obtained up to date, and Table HI, 
gives the average of these: 
COMPAR\.TIVE R£->UL"S OS' PL\~ rI~G DIFFERENT SIZES OF CANE. 
'r~nwr. OF qT1J.KS Pl'R 
I Aani;; (;uusnm. 1-------- --
.... 
s ~ 
I 
;::; a .... 
$ :Z ~ 
~ - .... 0 
KIND OF CANE PLANTED. I 
,;, ;, 
"' 
., 
0 0 
. ~ .... • <J i::! 
6 i::! t!l 1/.1 ,.:. ...:. ... f< 
~~r~m Jnri~ (pu- --1-- -- -- ----- ---
L pie) . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . lfl,\J 71 35,35T 25,31H 29.e5 H.82 11.81 1.25 
nge from larg9 ("trip-
ed .................. ~~ii 32,fl~ -.itl;6:sl 30 .75 15 01 ~i 1.(6 
Average from large ... 15,240! 3t,14i 26,00!I S0.30 l(.\Jl l!l.03 1.35 
Medium from mec1iorn I I 
,.([111rple) .. . .. . . . . . .. 14,!JHI 33,i5! 2!,lM !18.19 t!.35 ll.111 1.30 
"'ed!nm from medium (strived) .. .......... 15,:1 i 4.5,0:l-! 24 536 Sl.5"2 J~.90 J0.60 1.63 
Averagefrommecliom. }i55~\i""3ii - 24:;61 ~~ 1U2 -:it.lo LJs: 
Small from &mall (pm- I S ple
1
) ................. 1 13,104 Jl ,471 ~3,038 26.83 U.66 ll.77 1.37 
ma l from sm II(. trip- 1 
el).. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. •. 12,763 32 327 ~2.5~~ !li.57 14.87 11.94 1.38 
Averng·i from smRll. .. };LJ'1-3i 39~ m;, ~ li.w
1
,ll.15 1.s1 
J l , J 
An examination of thii£ table will show conclusively the 
diminished yields, occasioned by the use of small, inferior 
stalks for seed. This is quite appar~nt c\·cry year in the plant 
cane, where decreased tonnage is visible to the eye. It is not 
Perceptible to the eye in either the first or second year stubble, 
and is revealed only by tbe scale · 
The diJTcrem;e between the results from ''large" and 
''llledium" canes is not strikingly marked, but it is believed 
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1hat a continuation of these experiments, which it is contem-
plated to do, wtll show here as elsewhere that "like produce~ 
like," and it will be profitable to plant strong, large and vigor-
ous canes for seed. 
FEHTJLIZEH.S FOR SUGAR CANE. 
All of the constituents found in sugar cane are not abso-
fotely es~ential to its development. There are many ingre-
dients which occur in a soluble condition in the soil which are 
absorbed by the growing plant, some of them being necessary 
to growth, while others are useless or worthless to tbe plant. 
The latter, while occuring in variable quantities in all plants, 
are not regarded as absolutely indispensable, while the former 
are necessary for all plant growth. Again, all 0£ the neces-
sary ingredients for plant. growth are not of equal importance 
in agriculture. Some of them are supplied in great abund-
ance by all soils, and others are required in such limited 
quantities that no effort is made to replace the quantity taken 
up by the crop, sin ce experience has shown that there is no 
fear of exhausti11g the soil by such withdrawals. 
Those elements of soil fertility which are sometimes so 
reduced in quantity as lo make our soils unprofitable to .culti· 
vate without restoring them, are: First., nitrogen; second, 
phosphoric acid; third, potash; fourth, lime; fifth, magnesia; 
and (rarely) sixth, sulphuric acid. In every well-reg-ulatcd 
-system of agricult11re two facts must be constantly kept in 
view: First, the composition and requirements of the crops 
to be grown, and second, the capacity of the soil to furnish 
them in rnffici nt quan titi es to produce remunerative crops. 
Should the soil not be able lo furnish the requirements of 
the plant it must be aided by the addition of the deficient in· 
gredients ere profitable crops can be g-rown thereon. Nearly 
all soils are incapable of producing maximum crops unaided. 
Our richest alluvials ar frequently greatly improved for crop 
productwn by the addition of the right kind of fertilizer iu 
appropriate quantities and properly applied. 
A soil may contain an exec s of all of the ingredients 
needed for plant growth, but they may not be available in 
sufficient quantity lo meet the needs of a la;ge crop. Warmth, 
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moisture, air, and microbes all have important influence on 
the soil in rendering awailahle the plant food, by nitrifying 
the organic matters and decomposing and rendering soluble 
tb.e rock particles present. 
But even upon very rich soils, situated in a tropical or 
subtropical country, these natural agencies are insufficient to 
produce yearly enough soluble plant food to meet the require-
ments of large crops. This is peculiarly true of the cane crop. 
In every civilized country where this crop is grown, fertilizers 
of some kind are used to increase production. 
WHA'I' IS THE COMPOSITION OF LOUISIANA SUGAR CANE? 
This question had been previously partially solved by the 
investigations of Prof. B. B. Ross when connected with the 
I .... ouisiana Station. But the w-0rk was incomplete. Accord-
iagly, Mr. Robert Glenk, chemist, was assigned the task last 
faU of making a complete inve'itigation of both the purple 
and striped varieties of cane as they grow upon the grounds 
of the Sugar Experiment Station, and the following results 
Were obtained by him: · 
J>R.EPARA'rIO.N OF SAMPLE. 
The material for analysis was obtained from a good aver-
·age stock of canes taken from the middle of the plat and from 
the middle of a row. The "leaves" were carefully removed 
0 nc by one, from the lowest .at the surface of the ground to 
the last one springing- from the uppermost ripe fruit. All of 
the blades above the last ripe joint, tog-ether with that por-
tion of the stem to which they were attached, were set aside 
as the "tops." Tb.e talk included that part of the stem from 
tlte last ripe joint at the top down to where the roots were at-
tached. All below the ground, including both prolongation 
of sta.lk and its root" were included in "roots." In digging 
up the roots the earth was removed for a radius of two feet 
fro11.1 the base of the canes and sifted so as to remove as many 
of the capillary rootlets as possible. They were then soaked 
a.nd washed in running water to remove adherent soil par-
ttcle • 'rhese were added to the main stubble with attached 
:toots. 
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The samples were ta1{en to the laboratory, weighed, dried, 
and analyzed. The proportion of leaves and tops to stalks.
 
or clean cane was greater in the purple than in the striped, 
the latter having less foliage. 
To every ton of clean stalks of purple cane there were 
found 135 pounds of roots, 844 pounds leaves, and 532 pounds 
tops, or a total of 1,511 pounds, making, with the 2,000 pounds 
stalks, a total of 3,511 pounds. 
A ton of s triped cane has accompanying it 113 pounds of 
roots, 656 pounds leaves, and 385 pounds tops, or a total of 
1,154 pounds, making, with the 2,000 pounds stalks, a total 
of 3,154 pounds. 
The following tables show the analysea of each, .first, in 
natural condition as taken from the field, and second, the 
same deprived oI waler. 
TABLE IV- ANALYSES 0}' FRESII MA.TERIALS. 
1'11i:p7~ C1111e- C11t No1.'. 12, 1899. 
Root• .... . ... 7·l.3J 23.3~1 2.212 .1~7 
::;talks....... . 79 . OS 20. 3.'i7 . 5,j9 . 051 
Lea-res. • . . . . . 81. 57 15. !155 2. 390 . 085 
Tops . . .. .. .. 2 .05 15 .826 1.9:j4: .190 
.072 :010 
.052 .U6L 
.035 .083 
.036 .OJ!t 
, tri1iecl Cane-Cut Dtc. 23, 1 99. 
Root1 ....... . 70.90 26.378 '2.575 .14.7 .088 .167 
8t11lka •••..•. . 79 71 J!) 62f .(i'.!0 .011 .065 .11~ 
JJenve .... . .. lH .57 15.60! 2 .737 .084 .03g .17~ 
Tope . .... . .. . 81.11 16.49~ 2.190 .2(13 .106 . l:l4 
. 103 3 . 84 135 
. 026 56 97 2, ooo 
. lli6 2L 04 844 
.106 15 . 15 53i 
-
.095 3 .60 }13 
.O!l9 63.4.0 2,000 
. lf1!J 20 .80 011& 
.07~ 12.20 385· 
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TAJ:sLE V-ANALYSES OF WATER-JREE MATERIALS. 
Purple Cane. 
.. j ·~ Q $ < ~ ~ 0 ~~ :a ·- Q,) 
o Q 8 ..;o 
·;:; I ~ -& A . ~A 
_______ 
_} _t_/-~ _£ _1 _j ~~-
~~z~:· .. · ·· · ··· ·· · · ·· ·· · ll0.8'121 R.6·24 .4<Jt .279 .'273 .400 4.50 
L · · · · · • · •· • · · · · · · ·.. 9i.Oin ~.6651 .259 .248 .2•9 .124 57.5
0 
1,eoe11 · · · · ·.......
... •. . 6 567 '12.969 . .fM .190 .41>3 .8!5 '..13 .13 
_ops ... ···· ··.... .. .. . . 88.1701 10.773 1 057 .2U3 .545 .566 1.f.~7 
Striped Cane. 
~~~~:· ................ ··1 
Le11v1 • •••••• • •• • • • •• • •• • 'l'ops.~:::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :. 
9n_f>451 P.849! .506 .308 .5n! .3st / 4.70 
ll11 . 12~ 3.055 .211 .=~02 .578
1 
.144
1 
56.82 
~4 . 61101 H .~~ .45i .2l4 .9:l( .864 26.31 87:3:{5 11.511;'. 1.073 .1164 . 691.1 .4.15 12.17 
It will perhaps convey a clearer idea by presenting table 
VJ, which !!hows the number of pounds of the valuable ingre-
dients removed by a ton of cane with its accompanying root
s 
anct foliage of both the purple and striped varieties. 
It will be eeu, as was to be expected, that a ton of purple 
c~ne with its increased foliage would remove a greater quan-
tity of nitrogen than an equal quantity of the striped variety
. 
'!'ABLE VI--POUNDS OF UB. TA~CES TAKEN l?ROM S< IL, PER TON 
(2,000 J OUND') OF CANE. 
{'11111/e Cane-Cut .Yor. 1!?, 1 99. 
] ~ ~ 
.~ ~ ~ 
i:i 0 :a ~ 
~ A .Q • ~ c 
0 ;;; 1 ~ 4) ...... ., ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 
~-------/~/ ~IO/ ,~: :: ::-: .. 
tStlllks ....
........
 ······· ..
.. ·· · ~·ljJ 1°04/ i·2~ 0.52 11.18 407.14 
eav · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · 
· · 
'i~ <JO i~ 13( 66 
1'0PR~~'.:··········· · ············· 1 u.7:ll 0_3g 8:g~ ~:56 io:29 84:19 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . .. 1.0l 0 l 
Total •.............•......... . 1~1"7aj2.52--u4 ~ 157.47 
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S11·iped Ca11e-C11f Dec. 2~. 1899. 
Roots ........................... . 
Stalks .•......••.••..••••••.•...•. 
L~nves . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... . 
Tops ........................... . 
0.17 0.10 0.19 0.11 2.81 29.Sl. 
0."'8 1.30 ll.''! 0.58 12 40 392.~ 
0 .56 0.!6 1 18 1.(14 17 .95 102.40> 
0 .7!! 0.41 0 .5:.t Q.30 8.43 63.51 
Total........................ 2.38 :J.07 4.li; ~.03 U .59 SSS.24-
The roots with stubble are usually left in the soil; only 
in rare instances in preserving- seed are they dug up with the 
stalk. The leaves and tops are u~ually left on the ground, aud 
if they are not burnt, but incorporated with the soil, table 
VII (1) will show the ingredients and quantities removed by a 
ton of stalks. 
TABLE VII (1).-SUBSTANCE ..;; HE\lOVED, PER TON, OF CANE A~D 
RETURNED TO 'l'HE GROU~D DY THE ROOTS, LEAVES .rnD 'IOPS 
WHEN TUASH IS NOT BURNED-EXPllES~ED Il'I .P0UNDS. 
P11l'plt 'ane. 
'.9 I i .. ~ j I ~ 
Q ~ 0 ~ ~ .. <ll ~ ·a 
.!: ~ ~ 8 .; m, 
z s:: p., ..J ::::; 0 
----
----
---
Total removecl by crop............ 2.9r' 1.fi:l 2.li~ 2.M 44.631 6r.7.47' 
Amount rtimovtd by utulks.... •• .. 1.08 1.0! 1 22 0.52 11.18 40'l.l4 
Amount returned to soil ...... Llo o.59jl3o 2.0~ 33.4.5;--;rio.;3. 
lriperl Cane. 
Total remov•d by crol) ............ :us 2.07 4 . 11< 2.03 41. 59 5?8.2t-
Amonot ri:moved UJ stalks ........ 0.88 1.311 :OUl4 0.58 12.40 39;1
.5t 
----
----
-·-
-Amount. returned to 1oil ••.... 1.50 0.7i 1 li4 1. -45 29.19 
ioo.7;f 
-
If, however, the leaves and tops be burnt- a custom which 
almo t universally obtains in Loui iaoa- th organic matter,. 
with it nitrogen, will be di sipated, and the loss to the soi~ 
will be shown by table VJ! (2). 
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TABLE VlI (,).-SUB8TANCES REMOVED PER 'l'ON OF CANE BY 
BURNI 'G 'l'R&.SH (LEA. VE-; AND TOPS) AND RETURNING- ASH TO 
1'HE SOIL--EXPRESISED I'.S POUNDS. 
Purple Cane . 
'.l' • I 4~nl removPd by crop............ 2 .38 2.0i / 4.18 ::S.03 41.59 5&!.24 
t ount returoeil, roots noel buroea 
t<>ijb •• . .. . .• . .. .. . .. .•.. ... . .. 0.00 O.i7 1.84 1.45
1
29.19 29.81 
Total 1emoved from eoil. ...... 1
2;: I.so 2.31
1
0.5812.'w 5ssA3 
A ton of purple cane as grown in Louisiana with its ac-
companying- trash burnt in the field, will thus remove 2.98-
:~Unds nitrogen, 1.04 pounds. phosphoric acid, 1.22 pounds 
.1 
tash and .52 pounds lime. A ton of striped cane under sim-
1 ar conditions will remove 2.38 pound nitrogen, 1.30 pounds 
Phosphoric acid, 2.34 pounds potash and .58 pounds lime. 
With thisOdata the lo ses occasioned the soil by the re-
:o~al of a given number of tons of cane annually can be 
asiJy calculated. 
M:r. GI ck's results vary somewhat from those previously 
O~a· . hir ined by Prof. B. B. Ro , who worked upon ~reen, imma-
e Purple cane, harvested September 15, 1892, with an undue· 
Prop t' or ion of foliage to cane. 
. B:e found that one ton of clean cane contained 1.50 pounds 
ll1tr . "d 
ogen, 2.17 pounds potash and 1.4 pounds phosphoric act • 
COl\f POSITIO. OF CA TE ELSEWHEI<E. 
Payen's classical analy is of cane (stalks) gives: Water~ 
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:71.04 per cent.; organic matter, 28.48 per cent.; ash, .48 per 
ent. The same chemist gives the following composition of 
-the entire cane plant (stalks and leaves): Water, 75 per cent.; 
.organic matter, 24.535 per cent.; ash, 4.65 per cent.; with ni· 
-trogen, .090 per cent.; potash, .086 per cent.; phosphoric acid, 
_031 per r,ent.; lime, .041 per cent.; magnesia, .040 per cent.; 
ilica, etc., . 267 per cent. . 
The above analyses arc of matured canes from Martinique, 
.a tropical country. 
The director of the Agronomic Station of the island of 
:Bourbon, gives the following analyses of cane: Water, 69.35 
per cent.; organic matter, 30.05 per cent.; ash, .60 per cent. 
leery furnishes the following as the composition of Mau· 
uitius canes: Water, 69.73 per cent.; organic matter, 29.65 
per cent.; ash, . 62 per cent. 
Vandesmet gives the following for the average cane of 
.Martinique: Water, 73.25 per cent.; organic matter, 26.40 
J>er cent.; ash, .35 per cent. 
Neither the quantity nor composition of the trash accou1· 
;panying the cane is given with the above. 
Dr. Maxwell, in his report for 1899, gives the analyses of 
~he Rose Bamboo and Lohaina varieties 0£ canes and their 
rash as follows: 
Rose Bamboo-Water, 73.35 per cent.; organic matter, 
26.00 per cent.; ash, .65 per cent.; nitrogen, .074 per cent.; 
potash, .144 per cent.; phosphoric acid, .045 per cent.; li!Ile, 
_040 per cent. 
Loltaina- Water, 71.24 per c nL; orgauic matter, 2s.~S 
er cent.; ash, .48 per cent.; nitrogen, .077 per cent.; potash, 
-0'17 per cent; phosphoric acid, .03 L per cent.; lime, .031 per 
eut. 
The analyses of the "dried" trash of each variety is givel1 
.a follow : 
Leaves of Rose Bamboo- Organic matter, 90.132 per cent.; 
.a h, 9.868 per cent.; nitrogen, .53 per cent.; pota h, 1.30 per 
t.; phosphoric acid, .13 per cent.; limP., .47 per cent. . 
Leaves of Lohaina- Organic matter, 90. 75+ per cent., 
;.;ash, 9.:H6 per cent.; nitrogen, .42 per cent.; pota h, 1.3o per 
c.ent.; phosphoric acid, .11 per cent.; lime, .'44 per cent. 
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No data is given as to exact quantity of dry leaves to A:i. 
ton of cane, but a calculation based on the total dry matter ix
w 
both the cane <.nd leaves, places the amount at (about) 6© 
P Unds dry leaves to each ton of cane. · 
Potter, in Java, estimates that every ton of cane isaccom-· 
Panied by 1340 pounds of leaves and tops. He gives .042" pe
r 
c:nt. nitrogen and .36 per cent. in the cane, and .142 per cettf
-
llltrogen and 1.43 per cent. ash in leaves and tops. 
One ton of cane, then, with accompanying- trash will re-. 
lllove from the soil 2. 72 pounds nitrogen, 2.24 pounds phos
-
Ph · · one acid, 8.10 pounds of potash and 1.93 pounds lime. 
It is claimed in Java that Potter's ratio of tops to cane E. 
too hio-h 
"' . 
Krug-er in his excellent German work on "Sugar Cane 
and its Cultivation,'' states "the Van Lookeren Companie
' 
estimates for Cheribon cane that there will be with each tom
 
of cane 128 pounds green tops, 293 pounds dry leaves and 1!.6
-
Pounds dead canes. The cane will contain .0387 per cent. :n
i-
trogen, .091 per cent. potash, .026 per cent. phosphoric acid
 
~nd .021 per cent. lime, with a water content of 71.10 percent-
he tops contain 1.91 per cent. nitrogen, .66 per cent. potash,.. 
·
03s per cent. phosphoric acid and .094 per cent. lime, with 
"-'ater content of 64.30 per cent. The leaves showed .242 per 
ce?t. nitrogen, .271 per cent. potash, .048 per cent. phosphoric
-: 
;c
1
td aud.531 per cent. lime, with only 10.10 percent. of water-
ie same authority a serts that an average number of analy-
~es shows that one ton of cane with trash will remoYe frOJD 
he soil 2.1 pounds nitrogen, 4.3 pounds potash, 1.3 pound 
fhosphoric acid and 1. pound lime. In bagasse, with an ex
-
craction of 75 per cent., the same company found .094 per
 
ei:a. o i trogen. 
t Kobus found in ripe cane .04 per cent. nitrogen and 0.5
S 
0 0.65 per cent. a h. 
of .Dr. Kruger found in the dry matter of cane .~6 per cetrl-
s 01 trogen, and in the dry leaves .27 per cent. mtrogen~ A 
~tnpJc of plant cane (ripe) contained .075 per cent. nitrogen,,. 
•
4 05 · 'd H
 
1l. Per cent. potash and .0 I per cent. phosphonc act · e
0 
t ses these figures to calculate the fertilizing materials added
!. 
0 
the soil by the eed planted (about 2000 pounds per acre. 
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Prinsen Geerligs found in ripe cane (including dry leaves 
and flowers) which were an.:..lyzed together, .277 per cent. ni· 
trogen. He also found in the juice (extraction 80 per cent.) 
.153 per cent. p6tash and .035 per cent. phosphoric acid. 
From the ab ve, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
The composition of the l t dks is more nearly constant 
than the other parts of the cane. Even here, potash is a verJ 
variable iogredien t, as shown by results given by different 
analysts, and even by the same analysts on different canes. 
It is not yet known how large a quantity of potash a cane 
plant can take up without seriously injuring its juice, and 
how much it can be reduced in the supply to the cane without 
detriment to its growth and development. 
It will be noticed that the quantity of leaves and tops 
(lrash) accompanying a ton of Louisiana cane is much greater 
than in tropical countries, and it is also shown that the solid 
matter of 1he trash is much less than that in the cane. Dr· 
Maxwell has shown the contrary in the Hawaiian Islands. 
The dry matter in the cane there is to the dry matter in the 
trash as 44 and 47 is to 52. The composition of the trash 
varies with the variety and with the age of the cane. The 
total ash varies greatly both in quantity and in compositioll, 
as the foliage matures. 
FERTILIZING REQUIREMENTS OF SUGAR CANn. 
'\Vent, of the Experiment Station of Java, has shown, hJ 
growing sugar cane in waler, that with the absenc of either 
iron, magne ia, lime, phosphoric acid, potash or nitrog~u, 
the plant soon died, showing the necessity of all of these 111• 
gredients for growth. 
He found that if one or more of these £ame ingredients 
were pre ent in insufficient quantities, the plants grew ~err 
slowly compared with tho which were abundantly supp)led· 
The deficiency of nitrogen was soon apparent, while. the 
absence of magnesja did not affect the plants for a long wne· 
In the absenc of iron the leaves remained yellow and 1.>ecatne 
singularly curled, and the roots were very. thin. On supply· 
ing thi ingr dient, the gr en color soo11 appeared, and tbC 
roots as urned their normal size and vigor. 
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In tbe absence of nitrogen the leaves remained pale ano' 
narrow and the roots failed to develop. • 
lt will th us be seen that sugar cane, like other plants 
\"thich have been tested, m11st have the above ingredients 
in 
SUfiicient quantities to produce healthy, vigorous plants. 
In what guauft'tfrs shall t/t(se t'11grcdicnls be supplied'! 
lfow far do our caue soils furnish them i1t ample quantities for 
the_ growth of ma.,·imum crops? It is well known that all 
8
•
01 ls furnish iron in great abundance for all crops. It is be· l~eved that most soil furnish eooug-h soluble silica, magnesia, 
111
ne and sulphuric acid to meet the requirements of all crops.
 
Should the last two be deficient. they will be incidental
ly 
supplied by the use of acid pbo~pbate. Lime is frequently 
applied to soils, not to supply plant food directly, but to rea
ct 
Upon insoluble plant food, rendering- it soluble. Also to corre
ct 
acidity, to bumify aud nitrify thf' organic matter, to flocc
u-
late heavy clay , to bind loose sands, etc. Such actions a
re 
Purely mechanical, and when lime is thus used it may be r
e-
~arded more as a physical amendment than a chemical addi-
tion. 
A before a serted, the three principal ingredients which 
1 
are joss/b!y deficient in an available form in soils are: Nilro-
R"en, phosphoric acid, and potash. To meet these probab
le 
deficiencies commercial fertilizers ha,·c been introduced, an
d 
are now u ed throughout the civilized world. They may con~ 
tain one, two, or all three of these ingredients. When a
ll 
three arc present, the fertilizer is usually styled "complete
," 
though the proportion of the three ingredients to each oth
er 
lllay vary greatly. When only one or two of these are pr
es-
ent, the fertilizer is usually denominated as "partial" or "i
n-
co 
. 
. 
lllpl te. Complete fertilizers should vary 1n the proportion
 
~f the ingredients to each other according to the requirements 
t f the crop for which it is to be u ed, and to the demands o
t 
he Soil to which it is to be applied. The requirements of th
e · 
crop · I 1 ·s bu can easily be determined by a carefu! cbemtca ana ysi '
: 
t t the demands of a soil to grow certain crops can only b
e 
O)d by direct experimentation in the field. Chemical analysis · 
can determine the amount of food material in a soil, but it 
lllay be locked up in insoluble forms, and no positive method· 
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as yet been discovered by which the exact amount of avail· 
able plant food in a soit may be accurately estimated. Hence 
field tests are necessary to determine the needs of soils to 
grow certain crops. These ingredients arc presented to the 
rade in different forms and combinations, some natural and 
ome artificial, and they are by no means equally as available 
s planl; food. Nitrogen is supplied to the trade in many 
forms. 
First. - As nitrate of soda; gotten in large q uan ti ties Irotn 
the rainless districts of Chile. It is readily soluble in water, 
and hence its use must be attended with great care and cau· 
ti<H!., lest it be leached through the soil beyond the reach of 
d:he roots of the plants it was intended to feed. It is there· 
fore used mainly as a top dressing, in small quantities at a 
time and at short intervals apart. This is the form into 
which all other forms of nitrogen must be converted before 
they can be utilized by the plant. Hence, in applying other 
forms of nitrogen, great care must be exercised to obtain those 
ond1tions of the soil, which will rapidly "nitrif_v" them into 
..nitrat...:s. Il\..111..:..: lhe necessity of shallow and frequent cultiva· 
-tion to rapidly multiply the nilrifying germs in the soil, to let 
.in the air, and to conserve the proper amount of moisture. 
Second.-Sulphate of ammonia; our richest, and probably 
<fhe be t form of nitrogen for sugar cane, but, unfortunately, 
too costly at present to admit of extensive U!Se. It is a bf 
'Product in the manufacture of coal gas in our cities, and also 
of the destructive distillation of bones to make "~>0ne black·" 
Third. - Dried b1ood; a valuable product of the slaugh· 
-Ur house: red or b1ack in color, according to the degree of 
eat u cd in drying it. 
Fourth.-Tankage; consisting of the refuse of a sJaugl:· 
r house, steamed, dried, and ground, and sold as a fcrtt· 
zer. As usually sold in this Stat it has, besides nitrogetl, 
.1 g-0odly quantity of phosphate of lime. . 
Fifth.-Fish scrap; the steamed, dried, and ground res:· 
e of fish, which are caught in quantities on the Atlan::c 
:-and Gulf coasts, primarily for the oil which they contatll· 
fter the oil is extracted the dry, g-round residue is sold ~5. a 
ffertilizer chiefly to the manufacturers of commercial ferttllZ• 
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ers. It has the bones of tish present, and therefore conta1ns:-
Phosphate of lime with its nitrogen. 
Sixth. - Bones; raw and steamed, finely ground, are ex-
tensively used in some countries as a fertilizer. It contain
s 
3 5 per cent. nitrogen to 22 25 per •cent. phosphoric acid in· 
form of phosphate of lime. It finds a. very limited market in
' 
the South. 
The last four are of animal origin, while the first two are -
Usually denominated as mineral forms of nitrogen. The fol
-
lowing are of vegetable origin: 
Seventh - Cotton seed meal; rrsidue coming from the ker-
nels of cotton seed after the oil i:; extracted. It should find in
..· 
the South as it does in the North and in Europe, its greatest
. 
Use as a food stuff, since only a small part of its fertilize
r · 
v.alue is lost by passage through the animal. It contains, be
· 
~tde its 7 per cent. nitrogen, 3 per cent. phosphoric acid and' 
Per cent. pota h. There are other vegetable meals, the 
residues from seeds used to furnish the oils of commerce, e
. 
f': linseed meal, castor pomace, etc,, but they are rarely found. 
or sale in the South. 
f Phosphoric acid is supplied to the planter in severa
 
or111s. 
Fir t. - Bones; described above. 
econd.- Mincral pho phates, ground to a fine powde:r-
and sold under the usual name of "Floats." 
Third.- Natural guano ; coming from rainy sections of t~e tropics, and believed to be the ordure of fish-eating birdsr 
:"llh the nitrogenou portion wa bed out. The above are aU
 
~llSoluble, and therefore of doubtful availability when applied 
0 g"rowing crops. 
Fourth. - Thoma lag; a by product in the manufacture 
Of iron and tee! from phosphorized iron orts. It also con.tain~ a 
l!'oodly quantity of lime. It is claimed to be intermediate m
 
~Ohtbility between the in oluble forms already given and th 
s!ftb) soluble phosphate, , uch a.s "acid phosphate," "dis--
halved bone , " "su per·pho pha te of lime," ~tc. _Al~ of these 
Ve been treatei with acid to convert the tncalctc (msoluble./ 
Phosphate into the monocalcic (soluble) phosphate. 
~08 
POTASH SALTS. 
At one time our only source of this ingredient was wood 
ashes. To-day the Stassfurt mines of Germany, represented 
by the German Kali Works of New York are ready to supply 
any form desired, either by the farmer or manufacturer. There 
are three forms usually found on the market as fertilizers: 
First- Kain it; containing about 12 per cent. po lash, mixed 
with various other salts. 
Secoud. - Sulpbate of potash; a refined product varying 
in composition up to 50 per ceni. of potash. 
Third. - Muriate of potash; a refined product containing 
50 per cent. or more of potash. 
The above constitute Lhe chief forms of the three ingre· 
dients, used either alone or in combination as "commercial 
fertilizers." 
To every planter and farmer, the questions of paramou11t 
importance in the use of commercial fertilizers are: 
First.- What docs his soil need to grow certain crops? 
Second. - What form of fertilizer is best adapted Lo his 
soil and crops? 
Thir<l. - What quantity shall he use per acre to obtain 
the mo t profitable results? 
To decide these questions for those sugar planters who 
cultivate the alluvial lands of South Louisiana, the Sugar 
Experiment Station, when it was moved to Audubon Park, 
ten year ago, localed three permanent plats devoted to re· 
spons s to these questions by each of the ingredients, nitro· 
gen, phosphoric a~id, and potash. 
It is w 11 known that l'.10 accurate results can be obtaiued 
from field test for one year. The vicissitudes of seasons ill 
this climate are so great that only by a continuance of the 
awe experiments ov r a series of years can the interfering 
factors be eliminated. 
Accordingly, fo1 ten years, plats V, IV, and III "A" baV'e 
been respectively devotecl to experiments iu nitrogen, pho
5
• 
pb.oric acid, and potash. Tlles plats w re subdivided i~:~ 
twenty experimen l , ach r pealed on the same ground wi 
the same fertilizer, and applied in the same manner each year· 
S09 
They are being- continued, and will not be changed during the 
present administration. 
Plat T' .. 1.-;\7/"trogcn Expcrimcllls. These were begun 
with plant cane in 1 90, and continued as stubble up to 1894, 
whe11 a crop of corn and peas were grown after the usual prac-
tice of this ection. In the fall of 1895 it was again planted 
in cane and continued a tubl>le through 1898, and would 
have been carried longer but for lhe destruction of the stubble 
by thC' freeze of 1899. It wa put in peas in 181J9, and in the 
fa.ll of that year was again "planted in cane. So there have 
been eight crops of cane and one of corn and two of peas in 
the last ten years. The crops of corn and peas were not 
nta.nured. 
This plat was divided into twenty experiments, as fol-
lows: 
No. 1.- Cotton seed meal, 1 ration. 
{
Cotton eed meal, 1 ration. 
No. 2.- Acid phosphate, 2 rali?ns. 1. Mixed minerals. 
ulphate potash, 2 rations. ) 
N 3 _ J Cotton seed meal, 2 rations. 0
• • I Mixed minerals. 
o. 4.- Mixed minerals. 
o. 5.-Dricd blood, 1 ration. 
N 6 _ ( Dried blood, 1 ration . 
.r o. · fixed minerals. 
N 7 - {Dried blood, 2 rations. 
o. · Mixed mineral . 
o. .-No fertilizer. 
No. 9.- ulphate of ammonia, 1 ration. 
N 10_ I ulpbate of ammonia, 1 ration. 0
• I Mixed minerals. 
No. 11_ { u.lpbate. of ammonia, 2 rations. Mixed mmerals. 
No. 12- fixed mineral . 
No. 13- Nitrate of soda, 1 ration. 
No. 14 \ Nitrate of oda, 1 ration. I IL·ed mineral . 
N 15 Nitrate of soda, 2 ra
tions. 
0
• - t Mixed minerals. 
No. 16 No fertilizer. 
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No. 17-Tanka~e, 2 rations. 
N 18 J Tankage, 2 ratious. 0
• - I Mixed miuerals. 
No. 19-Fish scrap, 2 rations. 
No 20_ 5 Fi.sh scr~p, 2 rations. 
· { Mtxed n11nerals. 
In the above, all of the forms of nitrogen ha Te been taken~ 
in such quantities as to give with 1 ration 24 pounds nitro-
gen, and 2 rations 48 pounds. Previous experiments had 
demonstrated that 3 rations 72 pounds were exce!sive, and in 
our short seasons rarely, if ever, assimilaled by the crop. 
fo experimenting with nitrogen; ample quantities of the 
other ingredients were used. Two rations of acid phosphate, 
containin~ 72 pounds soluble phosphoric acid, and 2 rations 
of sulphate of potash, 50 pounds potash. A mixture of 2 ra-
tions of acid phosphate and 2 ratious of sulphate of potash is 
a.bbreviated into ''mixed minerals," and wherever these words 
occur they mean 72 pounds phosphoric acid and 50 pounds 
potash in the forms given. 
An inspection of the above will show that each form of 
nitrogen has first been used alone, attd then in combination 
(one and two rations) with "mixed minerals." Two experi-
ments (Nos. 4 and 12) have be n d voted to "mixed minerals" 
alone, while Nos. 8 and 19 have received no fertilizer what· 
ever. Tankage and fish scrap are used only in double ra· 
tion , space on the plat restricting fur~her trials. 
If this soil requires only nitrogen to g-row cane, then the · 
responses from those experiments containing only nitrogen 
would determme it. If the nitrogen be required in combina· 
tion with other ingredients, then the responses of the nitro· 
genous forms with mixed minerals, compared with the results 
of the "mixed minerals" a.lone, will indicate it. A compari· 
son of the results of the differentforms of nitro2'en with and 
without "mixed minerals," will indicate which of these plant 
foods the cane require! or best utilizes. A comparison of all 
the forms in"one ration with those in two rations will strongly 
sugge t the:quantity of nitrogen required per acre. The ex· 
perimen ts are arranged so as to furnish much information· 
relative·to the use of nitrogen as a fertilizer. 
3n 
If replies could be eYoked from the soil as easily as from 
the laboratory the problem of field experimentation could b
e 
easily solved, but many factors, botb known and unknown
, 
continually interfere with tbe succe~sful solution of field tests. 
Even known factors have uncertain values in estimating 
re-
sult . 
In the first place, it iii extremely difficult to find a plat 
an acre or more in extent, with the identical character of soi
l, 
exactly on same level (a ,·aluable factor in successful cane cul-
ture), each part of it equally a well drained, and every foot 
of which has been broken and cultii·ated precisely alike. 
Every variation gi\·en abo1·e is known to affect the yield 
-of cane; in some sea ons more than others. Again, it is e
x-
tremely difficult, if uot impo sible, to g-et exactly the sam
e 
stand of cane on each row, and when the stand is obtained 
it 
i improbable that equal vigor of growth and suckering will be 
manife ted by each stalk. For the partial estimate of thes
e 
factors, it ha b en the custom of counting every stalk of can
e 
in every experiment three times each year. First, when sta
nd 
is obtained, second, at lay by, thirc:, at harvest. An inspec
-
tion of the e count will convince any one of the difficultie
s 
tnen tionccJ. 
A.no th er difficulty encountered on moving here was that 
the oil was fresh and had been uncultivated for years, an
d 
'\Va s r spon ive to cultivation that for the first two or thre
e 
Jear no fertilizer gave decided results. Maximum crops we
re 
lllade with and without fertili::er . Only during the last ha
lf 
of the decade has the effect of fertilizer been appare'1 t. Eac
h 
Plat has a canal on the right an<l a ditch on the left, and 
is 
tile drained. The oil varie in color between light and black
, 
and i kept always in excellent tilth. The following are the 
re ults for the ten year : 
• 
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TABLE VIII. -PLAT V A-A VE RAGE YlETu.D OF NITROGEN OU 3 FER-
'l'ILIZER..; !<'ROiif 1~90-1899. 
-
- --
..; No. oF STALKS Pim .\.cix. 
Cl 
oi> ----··--
a .: 
·i:; Knrn .um Qu .1.NTlTY F .: .. .., 
"' S- FEllTILIZEll Pxn Ac1m ~ q) ..., ., a ., 
l;r;l -::i "' 
... 
.; .; 
;::; s I> "' 
.... 
« s:i.. "' 
0 i::.. = l:Il "' ~ 
<..> 
(>, rJ) >< <) 
• 
0 ·;::; C> r:1 Cl d = s 
z .... .... -<!\ 
:;.. '- UJ 
-------
-----
-- ---- --
1 •cot· on •~ed m.~1.1 , 1 
rRlion ............ . H,3!0 26,750 2!,2~9 26 6-j 15 04 11.77 ].51 
~ <Jot • ~n seed ui• a', 1 
15,SfHJ 30,:l33 2l> .9; 1.62 \! rR!T OO .......... 24, 1 HJ H.43 11.10 
Mixed min•r"ts .. 
{ Cotton !II ·d DH,.i 1, l 
3 rRtlOD . , • , , , , , , , 17,126 30,826 21,9~2 32.14 H.40 10.94 1.fl'i 
Mixed mineral<. ... 
4 •ix~d min-rnt~ .•.... lg,11s Sl.110 2F1'250 28.H "" 39 10 .84 
],/;2 
5 nr1e<.t bloo·•. 1 r111iu•. 17,1:.i 30,683 2.).::101 !:!9.oO 1L5S lU 87 1.'17 
~ Dried blood, 1 1 a-
6 lion ...•...•..•. 17,()!:!6 ~9.050 25,850 1!9.66 14 31 10.74 ].67 
\f •xed m1oer~I ..... 
) Dried IJlood, !.I r"-
17,546 30,240 27,158 29.96 14.60 11.25 ] .67 7 liOll8 .. , , , . , , .. 
( Mixei mi11eral11 .... 
8 ~o fer1iliz ·r .... .• ... 14,933 28,60() 2!', .. 66 26 .20 a 45 ll.11 l .69 
9 1 l:lutrba e of 11ruo10 lli,450 2i,070 24,126 ~9.17 u.r>7 10.96 1.'19 Dll\, 1 Uli >ll ..... 
\ 8ulpbn•e of nru!l.Jo-
17,010 3U,936 2.3,347 32.43 l.67 10 l ~i~, 1 !111ion ..... 14 30 10.83 
\I 1xed m ID er .i~ .... 
~ ~nlpb11te of Ammo-, J.&l · 
11 n1n, 2 r .. fouw .... 16.870 31,931 26,012 32.91 14 .li3 11 .03 
Mi ·.,d minen1lt1. ... 
12 ~i erl rui1Jer.il11 . ... . 17 213 31,966 22,974 2!UI 14 .70 11.32 
J.61 
13 { N11ra'.e d sorta, l 1.48 radon .......... 16,li90 30,033 21,004 28.40 H .90 11.50 
~ Nitr11te or soda, l ].53 
14 r,.tioo .......... 17, li:O 30,670 23 50! 28 .9'.l H.8· 11. 71 
\11 xe I miDl!Nls .... l Nitrnte of eodn, ~ t.46 
15 rat101111 •....•••. 16,678 31,500 2,1,, 124 28.90 15 .79 11.95 
Mixed ruiaer..IM •••. l :G 
16 o ter1iliz.ir ......... 15,";96 20,4.i'iO 23,403 ·ie 4-; lli.Nl 12.M 
17 T~okAgP, '.! r11tiulfi ... 16,68:! llU,!J60 25,5 9 26.otl 15 26 12 27 
l .4:J 
18 ~ 'l'nokr1ae, 2 rr11iou11. 16,286 3u,:HO 24, lll ~!!.71 J.I . 98 11 9'.! 
].48 
.\1 ix .. ll m inerale .•.. 
19 ~'isb scr~p, 2 rntit.DB. 15, 20 31,920 2!,484 28.93 14 .9!J 12.00 
] .4.1 
20 
) Fi h ecr.p. ~ ra- 29.71 111.0..'l 1.44 1il1 8 .. ........ H ,44'3 2ti,373 22,233 li.19 l \11 . d m inernl~ ..•. 
~ 
•one of row. of th1i exverimeot too cloee to ditch to p ·rmlt o!' g .od cu'U--
vathn. 
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An inspection of the above table will show 
decided gains 
in favor of certain fertilizers. Let us com
pare the results: 
'.l'hc 11Yer11g1• of the• t11·0 unfertilized experiment~ is .............. :W
.34 tons 
The nverng-c o{ the nitrogen (ti lone ) experiments 
is ............. 28 2() tons 
'l'lw 1n·cmge of 111hc•d 111i11ernl;, i- .. ........
.......
.......
... .. 28.27 tons 
'l'ht> iivrragc of mixrd mineral" and 1 ratio
n of nitrogen is ..... 30.~3 tons 
•rue 1n·c•rnge of 111ixcd 111i11eral.; :rncl 2 ratio
ns of nitrogen is ..... 30.;ii tons 
The nverngc or mixNl m'n •ml and 2 ratio
ns of uitrog<•n (ex-
c•lncling tankagc HIJ(l li~h trap) i• .....................
.. 30 .fl3 tollil 
'l'hr nitmgpu 11loue t'Xt'crd' no frrtiliz •r . .
..... ..
.......
.......
. 1. D2 tons 
The rnixcd minc•nlls c•x<:ccu no fertilizer ..
.......
.......
..•..... 1.93 tons 
The mixed minc•ral.~ 11 illi J rntion of uitrogen cxcc•ed no fertili
-
zer .........................
••..............
.............. 3 91 tons 
'1'b mixed mirwrul~ with 2 ration~ of nitrogrn exceed no fert
i-
liz r ..................................
. . .....
.......
..... J.21 tonil 
The latter, leQ. tankage and fi,;h .;crap not used. 1d
th 1 ration 
exceeds no fertiliz r ...................
.......
.......
.... 4 . .i9 ton.!! 
It is therefore apparent that nitroge11 doe
s increase the 
tonnage and gives the best results when co
mbined. 
What quantity of nitrogen per acre gives th
e best results? 
~'he nvernge of 1 ration with mixed mineral.<: i.-..............
... 30.2.i tons 
'I'hc nv.:rug- of 2 ni.tions with mixed miner
al,, (excluding tank-
, nge and Ii h cr11p) i ...... ...................
.......
... 30.93 tons 
nmc, with tnnk11gP and u~h ~erap i-. ..••••.•••••
.•••••.•..••••.. 30.55 tons 
Exe' Fl or l wo r:ilion ... owr one.......... . . . .
 . . . . . . .
 . . . . . .. 
. . . . • . 6 tou 
E .·<:ess of two r11l1 u (int'l uding t~nk:igc :rnd li~h ~crnp) o
ver 
one is . .......................................
........
.... .30 ton 
The two rations of nitrogen with mixed min
erals give the 
large t result , but not enough to justify the extra ei:pen
se of 
tht' addi tio11al ration. This is more appare
nt than real, since 
nearly all of the increase due to fertilizers 
bas been made in 
the Ia t few year , and each year the incre
ased t:Jitrogen fer-
tilizer i producing more marked results. 
\Vhat form of nitrog-en is be t uited for ca
ne can be an-
swer d by comparing· the different forms u
sed alone and in 
combination (1 and 2 rat10ns) with mixed minerals. 
'J'he nnr!l"'e of eotton •c d nw:1l cxperimeu
t• is •...•.... · · • • • .88.80 to1111 
'l'hc tlYcr:we of dri ti hlootl ·:xpcrimcut .. i~ ..................
. · .. 89.22 ton 
'J'n " ·
 
9- ·1 tons 
c nn•rngc of sulphate of :11111nuni11 c.·perimcn
L is .. ······· ·'·" 
'l'he llYcr:tg. oJ nitrntl' o{ ou:i b ••.•..•••.....•.
.....••.•.••... 86.22 tons 
The above represent the aggregate of the
 three experi-
lllen ts of each. Tankage and fi~h scrap were used in o
nly 
SH 
two experiments. Therefore, comraring two or ea.--ch of tha-
above with the corresponding experiments with tankage and> 
fish scrap the following are obtained: 
'l'he average of 2 experiments with cotton seed meal i8 . .. . ••••• . 58;82 tons· 
l'hc average of 2 experiments with dried blood is ............. o9.5G ton~ 
Th average of 2 xpc1·imeuts with sulphate of n111mo11i(l; ii:!;. ... 62.08 ton~ 
'l'be .aver11ge of 2 experime:its with nitr:itc of soclais ............ 57.30 tons-
'l'be av rnge of 2 experim nt with,t:tnktige is ................. 56.,37 tons 
'l'be a1·era.,.c of 2 experiments with fi.9h scrap i.9 •..•.•••••••••••. 58.6,1, tons· 
From the above it will be seen that sulphate of ammonia 
is the best form of nitrogen for sugar cane. This ··has been 
apparent for years. This form is, from the above· table, fol-
lowed by dried blood, with cotton seed meal for. a close sec .. 
ond. However, a close inspection of Table VIU will show 
that cotton seed meal in combination with m.ixed minerals 
was a close second to sulphate of ammonia, its a\{erage being 
reduced by low results when used alone, which is partially 
explained by this experiment being on the bank of the canal, 
and hence was not cultivated (perhaps) as well as the others. 
Fish scrap, nitrate 0f soda, and tankage follow in the order 
given. 
It may be asserted that nitrogen is needed to· grow cane, 
and that when combined properly produces the best results. 
That the quantity per acre for profitable returns is limited at 
two rations 48 pounds. That while sulphate of ammonia 
gives the best results, its increased cost per ton would hardly 
justify its use over the other forms, which are procurable in 
our market at reasonable rates. 
What has been added, and what has been taken frolll 
this plat? 
They have received annually the following fertilizers for 
eight years: 
6 plat U pounds nitrogen. 
4 plat 24 pounds nitrogeu, 7:l pounds phosphoric acid,. and. 50 pounds 
pota h. 
6 plat 4 pountl . ultr gen, 72 pouncl pbo phoric acid and 50 round& 
pota b. 
2 pint& 72 pound pbo pboric ac:d, and 50 pounds rotasb 
:: plat bnve recclveu no manure. 
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All have received two heavy coats of cow-peas, which 
have been turned under, containing each at least 100 pound
s 
nitrogen. .One crop of corn has been removed containing ap
-
proximately 41 pounds nitrogen, 15 pounds phosphoric acid
. 
and 32 pounds potash. 
In the winter of each year the trash from the cane crop 
has been burnt off, thus destroying its nitrogen. 
Taking the total tonnage of caue for the eight years and
1 
estimating the total yield of stalks, leaves and tops as pe
r 
table given on page , and ca !cu la ting the fertilizing ingre
-
dients removed during these eig-ht years, and add to them th
e 
crop of corn produced, and we have the total draft on the soi
l 
for the ten years. If a credit be given for the fertilizers ap
-
plied and the cow-peas grown and turned under, the balanc
e 
WilJ repre ent the net drdt upon the soil during the ten
 
sears. The following table show5 this in a condensPd form;
 
TA.BLE IX- 'l'Al'E\JENT OF RECEIPTS ANU eo. SUMPTIO. OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS ON PL.\T v A 
FOR TEN YEARS-I 90- 1 99. 
-~ I~ ;i ~ 1! ~ ! c lg • ~ ! ~ Nitro~en P 0r~~h Pot~sb. ~ gn~ ~ I·~ ~ ~ • ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : « ~ - --~C~ ----
~ e ~ .9 ~ ~ ·- e -~ ~ ~ .;: 9 .i: ~ c j 
~ m § ~ e _g . .... ~ g ] a: - . ~ . ~ _g ~ -~ 
i... > u:. .- p.. A t.tti:::: o. IS)' l.d c i:o .c: oo o,;- .o e~c:co;z;occ'1w9~bo~oi.a;~~ef..O;. C.;,. Cl rn g ~ ' 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 -~ c _g (,) 0 ° .~ p. ~ ~ _g .E 0 q: d ~ ·; ; ~ 
-----______ ~--!""~ ~I·::__:.__ :o:_ ~I~~~~~ ~1~ 1..::... ~ ~ __:::__ fiH lb• lhs th• lb~ 1 lh~ lbs lti• lb• lb~ 
1 ....•.•.•...........•.•.......•••.....•. 213 .46 359 j 636! 2221 2n0 b771 :.!37 :!92 2110 Hl2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,;15 . . . 257 . . . . 292 
2 ...•...•.... . ...............•.....•.••.. 239 405 ;151 249
1 
293 746 ~6t 325 200 192 571\ ~fO ... 36!1 312 . . . 75 ... . 
3 .••.....•.............•................. 257.12 433 i6G 267 314- 07 ~8! 346 2ro 384. 5i6 4110 •••. l/28 2u~ .. . . :4 ... . 
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From tbe above table it will be seen that there bas bee11 
a loss of nitrogen on every plat, even on those receiving annu-
ally, besides the two crops of peas, 48 pounds of mtrogen per 
acre for eight years. The phosphoric acid and potash, where-
ever used, have been in excess of the wan ts of the plan ts. 
. A study of this table will convey some idea of the exhaus-
iiou taktng place in everr soil. First, where the triennial ro-
tation is observed with corn stalk!> and pea vines turned un-
der. Second, where the same rotation is observed, but with. 
c?rn stalks and pea ''incs rcmo,·ed for hay; and third, succes-
sion cane with and without pea vines. 
Ta1.:itJg- the first, the average crop of plant cane in this 
State is not far from 25 tons per acre, and the succeeding first 
!ear stubble 15 tons. The crop of corn following the stubble 
is about 25 bushels per acre. Th.e cow-pea crop with the corn. 
Will furnish about 100 pound:s nitrogen per acre. If the com 
stalks with the cow-pea be turned under, they will add a large 
quantity of humus to the soil, b,, ·ides its one hundred and odd 
Pounds of nitrogen. If the cu:stom prei·ailed of relurning the 
tllanure from the tables to the fields, :t•hirh sholf!d ex/st on 
eve1y p!a11/at1'011, then the utilization of the pea vines and 
stalks for hay would be the rational method of procedure, and 
no loss of fertility could be chargeable to the plantation by 
Stich removal. Unfortunate]), little or no care is taken either 
to Preserve the manure or to restore it to the fields, on many 
Places, and hence the crops consum d on the plantations are 
really so much soil fertili Ly remo\•ed. 
'I'he 40 ton of cane wilh its accompanying foliage, if the 
latter i burnt on the oil, will remove about 120 pounds nitro-
R'en, 42 pounds phosphoric acid, and 50 ;:ounds polash. The 
corn crop, with its stalks, will remO\'e about 40 pounds nitro-
!ren, 15 pounds phosphoric acid, and J2 pounds potash. Th.e 
cow.p as, if turned under will re tore at least 100 pou::ids m-
tr ' · · l Ogen per acre if a good crop is ecured. In the tnennia 
rotation existing in Louisiana where the pea vines and stalks 
a ' 
. 
re turned under there would be con umed 170 pounds ni-
~og?n, 57 p und' pho phoric acid, and 82 ~ound• potash. 
g'a1nst this should be credited 106 pouuds tJttrogen for the 
Pea vines, and :zo pounds nitrogen, 5 pounds phosphoric acidt 
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-:and 28 pounds potash for the corn stover returned to the soil, 
leaving to be supplied in the fertilizer 50 pounds nitrog-en, 52 
pounds phosphoric acid, and 54 pounds potash. These ingre· 
<lients, neglecting the potash which our soils supply abund-
antly, are furnished in a little over 700 pounds cotton seed 
meal and 400 pounds acid phosphate. Therefore, an annual 
application of 350 to 450 pounds cotton seed meal and 200 
pounds acid phosphate, will meet' the annual average draft 
.upon the soil. 
If, on the other hand, the pea vL1es and corn stalks are 
removed, the draft upon the soil will be much greater. The 
J)ea vines will not only carry from the soil the nitrogen which 
they have gathered largely from the air, but also the phospho· 
ric acid and P,Olash they have taken directly.from the soil. 
The corn stalks, with fodder, will also be removed. 
T he account will th en stand as follows: 170 pounds ni· 
irogen, r;7 pounds phosphoric acid, and 82 pounds potash for 
he c1 1 11d cane crops, plus the amount of mineral matter 
-carrieu' fl by the pea vines. It is estimated that from one· 
sixth to one-fifth of the fertilizing ingrcdielils of a pea crop 
is left behind in the roots and stubble when t.hc vines arc re· 
moved for feed. Taking one-fifth as the average, which by 
-our met.hods of gathering i probably exccssi ve, there will be 
removed in the vines, 80 pouuds nitrogen, 22 pounds phos· 
phoric acid, and 67 pounds potash. Adding this mineral 
matter, which wa gathered from the oil, to the above, there 
will be obtained 170 pound. nitrogen, 79 pounds phosphoric 
~cid, and 149 pounds potash, which must. be credit d by the 
20 pounds of nitrogen left in the root. and stubble of the pea 
.crop, presumably taken from t.he air. There will remain, 
therefor , 150 pounds nitrogen, 79 pounds phosphoric acid, 
,and 149 pounds potash to be supplied by the fertilizer. Ne~· 
lecting the potash and using again cotton seed meal and acid 
phosphate to supply these ingrc<lients, there will be required 
about 2, 100 pounds of cotton seed meal and nearl_y 600 pounds 
of acid phosphate for each acre in the rotation. An annual 
application of 1,050 pounds of cotton seed meal and 300 pounds 
of acid phosphate to each crop of cane would be required to 
lcecp up the fertility of th soil, amounts which our short sea· 
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sons will not usually permit of a3similation. It will thus b
e 
seen that for the maintenance of the fertility of our soils, 
it 
will be necessary to turn under our pea vines, or else scrupu
-
lously preserve and carefully return the manure which ha
s 
been made by the consumption of the pea vine and corn crops
. 
With succession cane, the draft is still heavier. If it be 
-assumed that an average of 20 tons of cane will be taken from
 
each acre cultivated, this will remove annually 60 pounds ni
-
1Togen, 21 pounds phosphoric acid, and 25 pounds potas
h 
{presuming the trash be burnt regularly each year). 
Using again cotton seed meal and acid phosphate, and as-
suming that our soils have an abundance of available potas
h 
for many years to come, there will be required annually 
a 
mixture of 857 pounds cotton seed m~al and 150 pounds acid 
phosphate. In the aboYe no account has been taken of th
e 
phosphoric acid in cotton seed meal. If this be taken int
o 
consideration, which ought to be done, since experiments hav
e 
shown it to be readily available, then the 857 pounds cotton
 
seed meal alone will upply both the nitrogen and phosphori
c 
acid required in succe sion cane. In the other two instance
s 
cited, the phosphoric acid in the meal used should properly b
e 
deducted from that required in the acid phosphate. If a goo
d 
crop of .cow-peas be grown every third year in the successio
n 
cane and turned under, a credit can be given of about 10
0 
pounds nitrogen per acre for this crop, but the cane crop in
 
'Which the pea vines are grown will rarely reach 20 tons p
er 
acre. 
Cot ton seed meal ha been used above simply to illustrate 
in tangible form and quantities the nitrogen required. 
If dried blood or tankage be used, its content of nitrogen 
Should be determined, and then an easy substitution can b
e 
made for the cotton seed meal. Both dried blood and tankag
e 
are variable in composition, and in purchasing either it woul
d 
be more economical, provided they are sold by the unit at th
e 
factory, to procure those containing the highest content 
of 
nitrogen. 
FIL'l'ER•PRESS CAKE. 
Each ton of cane worked in a sugar house will give about 
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~5 pounds filter-press cake. Therefore, 40 tons will give 1,00() 
pounds, containing about 7 pounds nitrogen and 5 pounds 
pho3phoric acid. If this be carefully returned to the soil, it 
will restore the nitrogen contained in 100 pounds cotton seed 
meal. Average filter-press cake is worth, according to the 
tariff of prices prevailing for commercial fertilizers, $1. 75 to 
~2.00 per ton. 
By a simple calculation, any farmer or planter can easily 
determine the quantity of fertilizers requisite for each acre~ 
when the tonnage of cane removed is given. 
Sugar cane is a gigantic grass, and it is well known to 
every botanist that grasses require enormous quantities of 
nitrogen for their best development. They must all be sup-
plied also with an abundance of moisture in the soil for the 
largest growth. 
Chemis~ry, by analysi~. determines lhe same fact, that ni-
trogen i the dominant ingredient in all fertilizers for cane. 
Hence, a fertilizer with an excess of nitrogen, together with a 
goodly quantity of pho phoric acid, is deemed best for the 
average soil of our sugar district. 
Plat IT ' . l- Phosphort'c And Expcrt'mc11ts- These were 
also begun with plant cane in '90 and continued as tubble up-
to '93, when a crop of corn and peas was grown (1894). In 
fall of '94 the vines were turned under, and plot again planted 
in cane. This planting was continued as stubble through 
'9 . In 1899 it was again planted in corn and peas. The 
latter were turned under la t 1all and plot planted again in 
cane. 
There have been eight crops of cane and two of corn and 
peas in the last ten year . Only the crops of cane were ma-
nured. 
This plot was divided int0 twenty experiments, but early 
in its hi tory experiment No. 20, unfertilized, was used as 
seed, atld thu vitiat d a comparison of future results, and 
while it has b eu cultivated ever since as the oth rs, this treat-
ment vitiates its comparison with the rest of the plot. Ac~ 
cordingly, only the re ults of ninet een exp rim nts ar~ given . 
In this list of experiments the mixture of 48 pounds nitrogen 
as sulphate of ammonia and 50 pounds of potash as sulphate~ 
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is styled "Basal Mixture." Experience havillg demonstrated 
that the sulphates of ammonia and potash were the best forms 
fur cane, t11ey have been used throughout the tests. 
In the use of phospha tic fertilizers, 250 and 500 pounds of 
dissolved bone black and acid phosphates, each. containillg 
about 15 per cent. available phosphoric acid, have bee!l used. 
representing 36 and 72 pounds of phosphoric acid per acre. 
With the other forms of phosphates, an equal quantity of 
each, 500 pounds, has been used, regardless of the percentage 
of phosphoric acid present. This was done with a view to 
determine the comparative values of these fertilizers (1) with 
themselves, and (2) with the soluble forms. The bones used 
contained a small quantity of nitroge!l. The other forms 
'Were practically free of this substance. The following is the 
list of experiments on this plat: 
No. 1.-250 pounds di soh'ed bo!le black. 
N ? _ _( 250 pounds dissolved bone black. o. ~ B 
· I asal mixture. 
N 3 
_ _I 500 pounds dissohred bo!le black. 
o. . B I a al mixture. 
No. 4.-Basal mixture. 
No. 5.-250 pounds acid phosphate. 
No. 6.- .\ 250 pou~ds acid pho phate. 
J 
Basal mixture. 
No 7 500 pounds acid phosphate. 
· .- I Basal mixture. 
No. 8.-Unfertilized. 
No. 9.-500 pounds bone black. 
No. 10- J 500 pou~d bone black. I Basal mixture. 
No. 11-500 pound slag meal. 
No. 12_ ( 500 pou~ds slag meal. I Basal mixture. 
No. 13-Basal mixture. 
No. 14-500 pounds float . 
No. 15_ I 500 pou~ds floats. 1 Basal mixture. 
No. H>-Unfcrtiliied. 
No. 17- 500 pounds ground bones. 
No 18 1500 pound ground bones. 
· - 100 pound sulphate potash. 
No. 19_ 500 pou~d ground bones. Basal mixture. 
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No. 20-Unfertilized. 
Table No. 10 gives the re ult for the past ten year : 
ABLE X.-PL\.T IV-AVERA YE YIELD OF l'II03PIIA.TE FERTILI· 
ZEHS FR0\1 l 90-lt99. 
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Arranging the results so as to obtain replies to th
e ques-
tions propounded to this plat, we have: 
.. l'bc :wer:1.ge of nufcrtilii.ed experiments .........
.........
...... 25.24 tons 
Tbe average of l)n.!al mixture~ ............ ...................... 28.34 ton
s 
'fbc average of soluble pho~phates alone .. ...................... 28.00 tons 
The average of insoluble pbo phates nlone......
.......... . •. 27. lO tons 
'l'be aYerage of. olnble phosphate,;, 1 ration a.ad b
asal mLxture .. 29.23 toni: 
']'he average of oluble pbo@pbntes, 2 rations and b:um.I mix
turc.29.84 tons 
'l'be avernge of insolnble pbosphntes. 2 rations an
d basal mix-
ture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . 28.66 tons 
It is evident from the above that *"lhosphates alo
ne have 
increased the tonnage, ancl when combined with b
asal mixture 
have given the largest results. A further comp
arison of the 
one ration with the two rations (both combined with basal mix
-
ture) shows very little gain for the latter. Indeed, not mor
e 
~ban will frequently occur between adjoining plats fertilized 
.JUst alike. It may almost be posifrrely asserted 
that one ra-
tion of phosphoric acid, 36 pounds per acre, in 
an available 
form, is an abundant quantity of this ingredient 
in any ferti-
lizer for cane. 
What form of phosphoric acid is best adapted to sug
arcane, 
comparing the soluble and insoluble forms, is an
swered most 
positively in favor of the former, but when th
e individual 
forms are compared, it would seem that both sl
ag meal and 
lloats, applied continuously on same soil for m
any years, 
Would ultimately furnish abundantly ::ill the pho
sphoric acid 
needed by cane. Each year then, its efficacy becom
.es more and 
more apparent. Similar but diminished results a
re visible in 
the continued use of the other insoluble forms, 
Here is the 
<:om parison: 
.A.\'ernge of tile cli solved hon~ hlnck (n lon<') e:iqrnriments .... · • .29.88 ton!! 
Average of the nei(l phoilphatc~ (alone) experiments ..... ····•· 26.12 tone 
Avcrnge of di-.~olved bone bl:ick (1 anu 2 ration~) with basal 
mixture experiment ...........................
... .....
. 29.52 tons 
Aveuige of acid pho phate ( l and :2 ration~) with bn~nl mixture 
experiment .....................................
.........
 20.55 tons 
.Average of bone hla<.:k alone ........ ............ .
.... ... . .
...... 27.26 tons 
.A.verllgc of sing mcnl :llone ......................
........
....... 27.68 tons 
.;\ \'Crage of fl ont 8 alone .... , .................... ,
 ... , ............ 26.76 tons 
Averngc of ground boue. alone ............. · · .. · 
· · · .... · .
... · .. 26.73 tons 
-4verage of bone bl11ck 11nd h:is11l mixture ... · ... ·
· .. ·· .. ··
 .... · .27.59 tons 
32-1: 
Avenige of;f'\ag meal nud haRtli mixture ........................ 30.44 ton ._ 
.A,·erage of llont nnd lJnsal n1ixtmc ............................ 2\l.19 ton~ 
Average of gronud bo1ws ttnd bttsa! mixture .................... 27.44 tons 
These experiments show that small quantities of phos-
phoric acid have been beneficial to tonnage. How much of 
this action is direct and how much indirect, is as yet undeter-
minable. IE a~similar calculation be made on this plat as was. 
do11e on Plat VA, it would show that even the one ration of 
pho phoric acid (36 pounds per acre ) was an abundance for 
the wan ts of the crops. 
It may ·be asserted, therefore, that om soils need phos· 
phoric acid• to grow cane, but limited quantities (from 20<) 
to 30l •pounds acid phosphate per acre) will suffice for good 
average crops. 
Pia/ .Ill .A-Polaslt Expcrimc11/s.-There were only nine-
teen experiments in this plat, begun like the rest, with plant 
cane in 18<JO, continued in lo stubble until 1892; in corn ancl 
peas in 1893; back into cane in 1894, followed by stubble in 
1895 and 18%; again in corn and peas in 1897; plant cane in 
1 <) , followed by stubble in 18<J9. The freeze of 1899 so injured 
this st11bble that this plat will go into corn and peas again 
this year. H ere, too, there have been eight crops of cane and 
two of corn and peas. In the list of experiments, 48 pounds 
of nitr gen in form of sulphate of ammonia, and 72 p unds 
pho phoric acid i11 form of acid phosphate, have been used as 
'nitrogen phosphate." Tile potash compounds have been 
Ysed at the rate cI 25 pounds (one ration ) and 50 pounds (2. 
ration ) of potash per acre. 
The following are the experiments: 
No. 1.- Kainit, 1 ration. 
r 2 __ I Kainit, 1 ration. 
· Nitrogen phosphate. 
:r-0 • 3 Kainil, 2 rations . 
. - I Nitrogen pho phate. 
No. 4. - Nitrogen pbos1'hale. 
o. 5.- ulphate of potash, I ration. 
N 6 _ ( ~lphate of pota h, 1 ration. 0
• • Nitrogen phosphate. 
N 7 _ \ S~lphate of potash, 2 rations. 0
· • t Nitrogen phosphate. 
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No. 8. - Unferlilized. 
No. 9. - Muriate of potash, 1 ration. 
No. 10- 5 M?riate of potash, 1 ration. I Nitrogen phosphate. 
No. l l - I M!-lriate of potash, 2 rations. 
. 1 Nicrogen phosphate. 
No. 12-Nitrogen phosphate. 
No. 13-Carbonate of potash, 1 ration. 
No. l4- { C~rbonate of polash, 1 ration. 
Nitrogen phosphate. 
No. 15_ J C~rbonate of potash, 2 rations. 1 Nitrogen phosphate. 
No. 16-j N!trate potash, 1 ration. {Nitrogen phosphate. 
No. 17- ! Nitrate potash, 2 rations. 1 Nitrogen phosphate. 
In the last two experiments the sulphate of ammonia was 
reduced by a quantity corresponding to the nitrogen in nitrate 
of potash used. 
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TABLE XI.-PL\T III A.-AVERAGE RE~UL'f;; WITII fOTA.SHO FER-
'l'ILIZEU:; UPON SAl'JE LAND FUO\I lt90-189~ . 
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1 j 210 ll111. lrninit ?5 lbs. pot ll,2li 28,245 21,180 28.19 15.06 12.09 l.50' ush per oc1·!' ............. 
{210 lb~. kainit .............. 
2 500 lbs. u~id ~ 13,610 31,150 22,76il 30 23 14.08 l0. i2 1.77 pho8phMe • .. 11iL. ph"s 
l2.15 lhs. aul am. 
3 ~ 4\!0 lbs. :rniuit .............. 11 ,25~ 28,205/ 22 ;!l:j 29. 26 14.:36 11 .0ll 1.66· N1tro;.ton phn~phate ...•.... 
4 Nitrogen pltosplllltt'. .......•. 11.!lOO 26,251, 21.4611 28.83 13,5; 10.79 J.i5 
5!10 lbf. snlplrnte 1wt1t•h ... . . . ll,!170 ~w.~8:. hl,11[>1 1!6.'14 13.0~ 11. 44 1.67 
6 ~ 50. lbs. eul('hute p11t11sh ..... N1troj!t:U phosph1110 .•...... 11 79,5 31,60:\ 23,718 29.75 13.!)8 lC.30 l.89 
7 ) 1~0 lbs. ~ulphutll pornRlt .... 11 ,567 28,5:J7 21,!145 29.2J1 J:).88 J0.13 1.85 N itroj!l'n putu,h ........... 
8 l ufrrrilizotl ................ If! 017 30;!2:! 23, 116 26.fl7 14 31 11.07 1.76· 
9 !1ll lhs. wuriate poln~h ........ ll,!J30 2~,385 u1,:m1 ~0.25 J4,7j IJ. 6:J t.5!J' 
10 ~ 50 lbs rnurintc potu~h .•.... 12,582 28,647 23,14~ 28.!)[, 14.36 10.9:J 1.69 Nllr"geu phoRph 1te ........ 
11 ~ 100 lbs. nrnriatc potash ..... I ~, 127 31,27~ 2!l,5\l l :?8.26 14.27 10.B\l 
l.69 
Nirroger, pliosph . tc ..... , .• 2f!.42 14.63 11.10 1.70• 12 Nitrogeu phosphnte .•........ J:l.048 :J0,81i 22,\!]!I 
1:1jt10 lhs. cnrbnunt \l"tnAh .... l l ,!170i 21i,!18.', 2:1,fia!J 2ti.47 14. 68 ll. ·I~ J.55· 
14 ~ l 40 I bA c11rbn111tl o pottt sh .. l\l.65~ 27,80[, . ~:!,645 28.09 14.78 ll .:J9 L.6
4 I 11.'itrog n 11horiphn10 ........ 
1:!,9151 15 ~ 280 lbs. carbounto potn~h .. 2lJ,0jO 22 1i8 29.0!i 14 .68 11.10 1.ti6· 
· Nitrogl'u pltnsphnto ........ fill Iha. nit rate 111>r11Rh ..•.... 11.72 11 .26 t.72 JG .')(), lltR llClll rhospbnt(',. '.'. 13,0i\l 31 ,25[, 21,3.38 28.32 
19·. i lb . 81111' 11.tl' llllllllOlllll 
22 31i I ~ 11:.l lhs . nitrntt ~IHln ........ t.62 17 .~00 lbs. tL<·1tl phoophntc ..... 1-,022 21,8411 29.76 H.67 11.31 
150 ILa. sulphuto u111111onrn .. 
_,___ 
In th above tub! th unf rtilized J)lttt ~av .................... 26.97 tons 
'l'b average of potnl'h (1ilonc) cxperimnnts ..................... 26.83 ton · 
'l'h av rng<' of nitrog •u phosphnt xpcrim nts ............•.. 2 . 63 tone 
'l'b :ivcrng of uitrog u pho pbat aull potash (l rntlon) exp ri-
m nts ......... , ........................................ . 29.07 tons 
The l\\'erage of nltr g n pbo~phat 11nd potash (2 rations) ex-
p rim ut . .•.....................•......••••••........•... 29.12tons 
Exe due top ta b with 1 ration Is........ . • • .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .44 ton 
E.'c . du 'o potnsh with 2 rutlous I .. .. . . .. • • .. .. . .. . . . .. • • .. .49 to• 
These amounts are so small that they may be ascribed t<> 
accidental variations in experiments. 
, 
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Kainit seems to have given best results, but this part of 
the plat was slightly higher than the rest, a fact not vistble-
to the eye, but readily revealed during irrigation trials. The 
conclusion drawn from the results obtained on this plat is,. 
that potash is not needed by these soils to grow cane. It is 
further corroborated by many other successful experiments.-
on the station, where only nitrogen and phosphoric acid en.-
tered into the fertilizers used. 
SUGAR CONTENT. 
No attention has been paid to the suga•r content in tabu-
lating the results of the ex periments •just discussed, because, 
regardless of fertilizers there has been a slight increase in· 
sugar content on all of these J•lats, as the experiments extended. 
Westward from the canal, due to slight but gradual change in 
the character of the soil. ' 
Whatever differences may occur between adjoining plats. 
are assignable to differences in tonnage rather than to the ef-
fect of the fertilizer prr se upon sugar content.. . 
The experiments of this station and a close observation. 
throughout the State, confirm the opinions and experiences· 
9f other experimenters with sug-ar caner viz.: that there are no· 
known fertilizers which will increase the sugar content. 
. It is known that excessive quantities of nitrogenous ferti,-
hzers reduce the percentage of sugar and lower the purity co-
efficient, sitice they produce canes more immature than o.ther.s-
less bountifully supplied with this ingredient. Where the 
cane has a long season of growth, a in tropical countriesr 
~"'en heavy doses of nitrogen may be favorable. In the trop-
ics only the late and heavy manuring with this ingredient 
'Works unfavorably. In Louisiana with short and uncertain' 
$e ' • f asons, where frequently prolonged drouths and heavy ralll-
aUs alternate seriously retardioo- or vigorously pushing the · 
ca ' "' . 
ne, the use of heavy doses of nitrogen, partu::ularly when 
~~Plied late in the spring, is apt to give in the fall immature · 
~e, low in sugar. All nitrogenous manures should be ap-llt·h~d early in the growth of the cane, and only in such quan- -
1tie · t' 0 r s as the average season will perodt of appropna ion. u 
eicl>eritnents indicate that 48 pounds per acre is the maximum. 
amount that can be appropriated in an average season. Nei-
ther potash nor phosphoric acid have influence per sc upon 
the saccharine content of cane, but being present in ample 
.quantity with nitrogenous manures, cause a more rapid growth 
and quicker maturity. To this ex tent must they be sup plied 
to every soil which needs them. 
The application of largequant.itiesof phosphatic manures 
to the soil has little influence upon either the growth of the 
cane or on the amount of phosphoric acid in the juice. Pot· 
ash is, however, taken up by the cane in very variable quan· 
tities, as is shown by the analyses of Mr. Glcnk and others, 
given e!sewhere, and how much the potash supply in the soil 
can be reduced before it becomes deleterious to the plant, is 
not yet known. It is therefore wise to avoid heavy doses of 
otash in manures for cane. The nitrogen content of the juice 
as a rule rises with the addition of nitrogen in the manures. 
but it is not always the case that an insufficiency of growth 
is due to an absence of nitrogen, since frequently the wa11t 
of tilth is mainly the cause. 
APPLICA'tlONS OF FER'l'lLIZERS. 
Whatever fertilizer may be required by the cane and soil, 
it should be applied with great care. Putting it in large coJ1· 
tinuous rolls on each side of the cane is far. from being cco· 
nomical. It should be scattered and mixed with the soil as 
completely as pos ible to effect the greatest good. It may be 
placed under the plant cane at planting (particularly sprillg 
plant), or on eith<'r side after a stand is obtained, and before 
returning the soil. In applJing- it to plant or stubble just be· 
fore returning the soil, it should be scattered on both sides, 
.and, if possible, across the narrow bed of cane. In throwill~ 
the dirt to the cane after the fertilizer is distributed, it woi.tl 'de 
be well to use a small plow for the first furrow on either st 
and throw the dirt over the narrow ridge, covering JightlJ 
the fertilizet 
Shall all the fertilizers be applied at once, or shall tbe.f 
be di tributed throughout the cultivating season? 
It is well known that neither phosphatic nor potassic fer· 
tilizers suffer to any appreciable extent from leaching. 'fbCf 
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are usually fixed within the upper limits of the soil soon aft
er 
application. 
Nitrogen is the fugitive element of fertilizers. It suffers 
greatly from leaching, particularly in an 01 en porous so
il. 
lience the use of nitrate of soda, the most soluble form of n
i-
trogen, is attended, more or Jess, with Joss on every soil. 
It 
lllust therefore be handled with great care. Applied as a to
p 
dressing in limited quantities at short intervals, it is qui
te 
eflicacious in some countries. Next in solubility to nitrate 
of 
Soda is sulphate of ammonia; but it does not suffer so heavi
ly 
fron1 leaching. It is particularly adapted to clayey soils. 
To test whether cane woultl be benefited by one, two or 
three applications of ni !rogen, experiments were institut
ed · 
early in the history of the stations. The following are t
he 
e}(periments conducted since 1894: 
{ 
Ni~rate of soda Z rati?ns, 1 application. 
No. 1- Acid pbos i.:ba te, 2 ratl~:ms } Basal mixture, 
Sulphate potash, 2 rations 
No. z-{ Nitrate of soda, 2 rations, 3 applications. 
Basal mixture. 
No. 3_ J Nitrate of soda, 2 rations, 3 applications. 1 Basal mixture. 
No. 4- No fertilizer. 
No. s-{ Sulphate of ammonia, 2 rations, 1 application• 
Basal mixture. 
No. 6_ { Sulphate of ammonia, 2 ration
s, 2 applications, 
Basal mixture. 
No. 7-{ Sulphate of ammonia, 2 rations, 3 applications. 
Basal mixture. 
f In '94 and every y
ear since a plat has been planted and 
err1· 1 ized as above and each plat carried for three years. 
This plan has given us at all times (save '99, when sec· 
Otid stubble of planting- of '97 wa killed) three p,lats-one of r1 ~llt, one of first stubble antl one of second stubble-all fer-
thzed l'k a i e. 
b In Nos. 1 and 5 above all of the nitrogen, to{:'ether withi 
t asaJ mixture, was applied at tbe time that the soil was re
-
hltrlled to the cane In Nos 
2. and 6 (two applications), one• 
alf . . . 
of the nitrogen, together with all of the basal mixture,. 
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was applied at one time, and the rest of th~ nitrogen at 
lay by of the cane. 
In Nos. 3 and 7 ( three appJications),one-tbird of the nitro-
gen with all of basal mixture was ap}Jlicd at first working of 
the cane, another one-third at third working and the rest at 
lay by. The results of fourteen field 11lats, extending over 
six years, are too extensive to give in detail. The following 
are the average yields of each: 
.Nitrate of soda, 1 appli ution .... ..... ................ 28.98 tons per acre 
• itrute of oda, 2 applications .. .... .......... .. ...... 20.83 tons per acre 
Nitrnte of soda. 3 applications ........ . . .. ............ . 28.85 tons per acre 
Sulphate of ammonia, 1 application ........... ......... 32.02 tons per ncre 
ulpbnte of ammonia, 2 applications ........... .. .... . . 31.21'> tons per 11cre 
Sulphate of ammonia, 3 11pplicu.tions .................. 33.25 tons per a.ere 
The results are not uniform. Two applications of nitrate 
of soda have given slig·htly better results than either one or 
three; while three applications of sulphate of ammonia have 
given the best results. 
ontradictory to this, three applications of nitrate of soda 
and two of sulphate of ammonia have given less than the one 
application of each, showing no unifot mity of action on the 
part of the fertilizers. Again, the slight gain made would 
hardly justify the extra expense involved in the increased ap· 
pl'ications. It may therefore be assumed that two or more 
applications of nitrogenous ferti lizers to cane during its short 
period of growth would rarely prove profitable. 
There were, however, individual instances where both 
the 'two and three applications gave considerable increase over 
one. This was notably true in '94, where two and three ap-
plications of both nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia 
gave greater yield than one application and three wa!:> a con· 
siderable distance ahead of two. 
F.CONOJ\tlC CULTIVATION OF CANE. 
Th economy and efficiency of the use of improved imple-
ments in the cultivation of cane has been clearly demon· 
strated by the following experiments: 
ev ll years ago Mr. Mallon brought out to the tation a 
cultivator designed to work the middles of the row at o.ne 
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'Passage. We were then using the disc cultivator and double-
tnould board plow. Not having seen the results of the use of 
the implement, and valuing too highly the experimental plats 
in cane, to submit to measures whose effects then seemed to 
be problematical, we declined personally to use it, but con-
sented to Jet him try 1t on a limited scale. Accordingly one 
plat, about one acre in extent, was assigned him, and every 
time we cultivated our plats, he cultivated his. His work and 
its effects upon both soil and cane were closely scrutinized and 
\Ve were agreeably surprised to find that during cultivation 
his soil was better pulverized and his cane more vigorous and 
verdant during growth than ours. At harvest all doubts were 
dispelled by the increased yield of tonnage without detriment 
to the sugar content. ·These results changed all of our 
Plans for cultivation. We at once determined to discard 
all kinds of plows in cultivation and adopted the following 
Jreneral plan, which we have rigidly preserved ever since, ex-
cept in a few experiments devoted exclusively to cultivation, 
Yfa.: As soon as a stand is secured in either plant or stubble 
cane, the dirt is returned and the middles split out with a two-
horse plow and the latter then sent to the tool room, to re-
lllain until the next season. The first cultivation is made by 
straddling the cane with the disc cultivator, using three un-
e~ual discs, running them very shallow and throwing very 
httle dirt to the cane. The middle or diamond cultivator fol-
lows, working completely the middle of the row. In this op-
-eration, both mules walk between the cane. 
The next cultivation is made in the same way, or if the 
cane has grown considerably and requires more dirt, the three 
·Unequal discs are removed and two or three of equal size are sub-
stituted. These discs can be dished to throw much or little 
dirt. Having displaced tbe three unequal discs with thos~ of 
equal size, the cultivation continves with them followed im-
~ediately by the diamond or middle culth1ator until "Ia;: by" 
1~ desired. Then a sing-le large disc is substi:uted on either 
Stde for the small r equal ones on the disc cultivator, and the 
two forward shovels on the middle cultivator are turned up, 
leaV'ing- only three for work, and with these the cane is laid 
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by. This system of cultivation bas been pursued for sii 
years on the station with the most gratifying results. 
Five years ago a plot of ground was laid off and devoted 
for two years to experiments in cultivation, using the above 
system in every alternate three rows and a two-horse plow iu 
the rest. The results were a startling surprise to us all and 
were reported to tlie Sugar Planters' Association at one of 
their meetings in '96. 
When reported it was suggested that we should compare 
other methods and not confine ourselves to the two-horse ploW· 
Accordingly it was decided to extend the methods. A plat 
of ground containing seventy-two small experiments was se· 
leded. The cane was plan led and an excellent stand all over 
the plat secured. Five different methods of cultivation were 
adopted and were bcg·un as soon as a stand of cane was se· 
cured, before breaking out thl! middles, 
I. The middles were split out with two-horse plow a11d 
all subsequent cultivations performed with this implement. 
II. The middles were split out with two-horse plow attd 
the subsequent cultivation done with a disc cultivator .a11d 
two-horse plow. 
III. The middles were split out with two-horse plo\f 
and all subsequent cultivation performed by disc and middle 
cu lti va tors. 
IV. The middles split out with double mould board plo~ 
and after operation done with disc and double mould boat 
plow. 
V. No plow used at all. Middles split out with middle 
cultivator and after cultivation with disc and mirldle culfrva• 
tors. 
The e experiments were begun in 1897 with plaot eat1ed 
continued in 1898 with first year stubble and left for secot1d 
year stubble in 1899, but the freeze of February last destroye 
the stand and deprived us of the third year's results. gere 
are the results for the first two years: 
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PLANT CANE 1897. 
~ 
0 
d 
.. 
... 
0. 
., 
s::l Q 
.... 
. s ~ ~ 
~ ~ g 
--
;;; Jj cs 
~;ger~1n~--;,-L===~=~.~~ 36."78
1
- 12.48-J.ll 
l:xp:~;:ent ~o. IC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. . 39.54 12.3
6 1.05 
l:x1Jerim 9nt o. III................ .... ..
.... 
42 .BB I:.l.89 .!16 
lt!JeJ" 9 nl No. IV.....................
..... 115. :{7 12.ll8 l.06 
1mentNo.V ..•........................ 
'1 .20 12.17 .1.03 
t Here the sucrose in the cane is abo
ut constant, but the 
;u.nage varies from 36. 78 to 42.56. No.
 III leads, with No. 
second; No. II is third, followed by Nos.
 IV and I. 
Here are the results for 1898-first year 
stubble: 
~ 
.. 
Q 
2 
.9 ~ o~ 
"' ~ 
'! ~ E 
i;;-:------------~-~- __::__ :•p:~::ent No. I.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 26.10 9 65 I.Sil 
t•Peruu 11nt No. II...... . . . . . .. . . . .. ...
..... 
31.05 9.65 1.7' 
t•Peri ent No. ITI... ... . .. .. . . .. ... ....
.... 
:n .Hi 10.27 t.6:.1 
tllerj:ent No. IV........ ..... ............ . 31.:U 
9.80 1.8~ 
ent No. V........................... 
33 .35 9.86 t. 7 
er 'I'bis -year is memorable for excessive
 rainfall and low su· 
ll~~ con.tent i.n cane. Here No. V leads, with I~, III, and 
lo llowing with almost identical tonnage
. No. I 1s here the 
\>est as in 1897. 
of .t\s before remarked, 1 he freeze prev
ented a continuance 
.l'e these experiments in 1899. Putting th
e results of the two 
fo)~r- toge.thcr it is found that No. Vis slightly in the lead, 
'Ult<>'l\l'ed closely by No. III. The follow
ing table giveli re· 
a: 
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YIELD OF TWO YEARS IN TONNAGE. 
No. 1-62.88 tons. 
No. 4-69.61 tons; gain of 6. 73 tons over No. !. 
No. 2-70.59 tons; gain of 7.71 tons over No. 1. 
No. 3-73.72 tons; gain of 10.84 tons over No. 1.. 
No. 5-74.55 tons; gain of 11.67 tons over No. 1. 
Figures speak more forcibly than words. The true prin-
ciples of agriculture require a deep and thorough pulveriza-
tion of the soil, proper fertilization and shallow but rapid 
cultivation, anil sugar cane is no exception to this general 
rule. If your soil be thoroug-hly broken in the fall and thrown 
into high ridg-es, the middles well opened and quarter drains. 
cleaned out, pring will find it in excellent tilth. This tilth 
must be maintained, hence in off· barring- cane or stubble, 
avoid throwing the dirt flat, but always keep.the middles well 
ridged up. When the latter are reversed it will be found that. 
the tilth still remains, and subsequent cmltivation is but a 
maintenance of this tilth. With the disc cultivator much or· 
little dirt can be thrown to the cane, while the middle culti-
vator can be regulated so a to run deep or shallow, and its· 
shovels arrang-ed so as to have much or little ridge. By the 
use of these implements a minimum amount of roots are cut,. 
moisture is conserved and microbic action encouraged. . All< 
plant food is prepared by microscopic organisms, which teenti 
in fertile soils of excellent tilth. The tankage, the .:otton 
seed meal, the stable manure, and all other kinds of fertilize1'9' 
musl be converted into soluble forms before they can become 
available by plant . All this is accomplished through these 
organisms, and it should be th aim of every planter to en-
courage their multiplication as rapidly as possible dtiring the 
growing season. II is known that fine pulverization of soil, 
aeration and moisture (not standing water) contribute to 
rapid mulliplicatio11. Th e microbes must have air, and 
hence abound chiefly in upper layers of the soil. When soils 
are deeply inverted by the plow, they are kill d in large nu111· 
bers. When soil are cloddy, their in rease is nece!;lsarily 
checked, since moi ture·cannot circulate fr ely through them. 
These are facts easily demonstrated, and in our e:<eper.ii--
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ments it was found that there were greater numbers ot 
microbes in the :finely pulverized soil of the cultivators than 
in the cloddy soils of the plow. 
Again, the roots were less severely pruned and moisture--
better conserved with the cultivators; important factors dur-
ing a prolonged drouth. The efficiency of the cultivators call\ 
hardly be questioned. . 
The economy may be shown by stating that in five-foot. 
rows our two cultivators cultivate ten acres per day, with. 
twelve acres in six-foot rows. With this experience I have no 
hesitancy in saying that in average seasons two pairs of good 
mules will cultivate eighty acres of land. 
I further believe that if every planter should adopt thiS-
method of cultivation, to be used after a thorough prepara-
tion of his soil, that the yield of cane in the State would be-
increased from five to ten tons per acre. 
CONDENSED WEATHER RECORD OF SUGAR EXPERIMENT STATION: 
FOR YEAllS '97, '98 AND '99. 
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CONDENSED WEATHER RECORD OF SUGAR EXPEDIMENT STATION'. 
FOR YEARS '97, 'll8 AND '99-G\:Jntiimed. 
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REMARKS. 
The years in wh1ich these experiments are recorded were 
.,ery tn1llch u~like ea.ch other, as will be seen by glancing over 
the weatker record. 
Eigb.t~en hundred and ninety-seven was a fairly good year 
hoth for tonnage and sugar content. The rainfall was light, 
but fairly well distributed, being ratker small for the summer 
months, the season of growth. On account of the prevalence 
of fever i.n New Orleans grinding was commenced very late. 
Ei.ghteen h.undred and ninety-eight was notorious for ex-
cessively green cane. The rainfall, while not up to the nor-
mal for the year, was excessive during the fall month~, and 
carried the cane into the grinding season gorged with moist· 
are and exceedingly immature. 
Eighteen hundred and ninety-nine was ushered in by the 
seYerest cold ever known in this latitude, destroying nearly all 
of the stuhble and seriously injuring the seed cane. The 
crop wa~ accordingly very small. In the early part of the fall 
a frost inju.red the standing cane in the upper part of the 
State, again. reducing the crop. In the lower part of the 
Sta.te the cane was unhurt, and the tonnage and sugar con-
tent, where good stands prevailed, were both fair. It was a 
memorable y~a.r to our sugar planters. 
